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Transform your translation process and
double your throughput.
Combine the power of secure and customizable
SDL machine translation with the expertise of
your translators.
Are you ready to join the post-editing revolution?

SDL, the world leaders in Translation Technology brings you3 easy steps to transform your localization process:

1

Choose SDL BeGlobal, SDL’s
secure and customizable
machine translation tool

2

Connect to the market leading
translation software, SDL
Trados Studio

3

Add the unique skills of your
translators to create a beautifully
finished job…

Double your productivity with SDL BeGlobal.
What’s your strategy for Machine Translation? Talk to us about your plans.
Contact us on +44 (0)1628 417227
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Ever run across
a word in MultiLingual
and you aren’t sure of its
meaning? Perhaps it is a
word that has been around
for a long time, but now in
our technical jargon it has
taken on a new meaning. Or
perhaps it is a confusing abbreviation. We have been collecting explanations
and defnitions for localization-related terms since 2002. We include
a subset in each magazine (see the “Basic terminology” section) and
publish a longer list in each year’s Editorial Index/Resource Directory.
Now you can fnd all that information online at www.multilingual.
com/glossary. Plus, online, you can suggest edits and new terms.
We welcome your feedback!

News from the language industry
Our news items are updated daily. The latest news is shown on our home
page. Interested in historical information? We have a searchable database of over 4,600 news items dated from March 1994 to the present.
You can check out a company or product history, or fnd when it was announced that someone changed companies. The URL www.multilingual.
com/news is a quick link to this information.
If you would like a
free e-mail of news
every two weeks, you
can subscribe to our
newsletter, MultiLingual NEWS, at www.multilingual.com/multilingualNews.

Subscriptions
The print magazine is mailed nine times a
year (eight issues plus an annual resource
directory/index) for $58 domestically, $85
internationally, and includes full access to
the digital version of MultiLingual, delivered in a new interactive format. A digital
subscription is available for only $28.
Subscribe online at www.multilingual.com/subscribe.
June 2013 MultiLingual
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London, 12-14 June 2013, Novotel London West
Know-how for Global Success

Keynote Speaker
David Smith – Economics Editor of The Sunday Times
David is also an assistant editor, policy adviser and chief leader-writer. He has won a number of awards, including the
Harold Wincott award for Senior Financial Journalist of the Year and is a regular contributor to the CBI‘s Business Voice.
Eight Tracks for You:
• Global Business
• Content Strategy
• Core Competencies
• Unconference

• Global Web
• Translation Automation
• Advanced Localization
• The Inside Track

Meet professionals from Fortune 500® companies and many more. See their presentations. Learn from them. Discuss.
Large exhibit hall with service and technology vendors.

Platinum Sponsor:

Silver Sponsor:

Bronze Sponsors:

Dinner Sponsor:

Your Vision. Worldwide.

Information and Registration: www.localizationworld.com
Save the Dates! Localization World Silicon Valley, October 9-11, 2013
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Post Editing

Katie Botkin

The details behind the behemoth

S

Spanish, as a popular topic,
sometimes seems diffcult to fnd
anything new to write about.
Granted, any language with as many
iterations or as much complexity as
Spanish should have vast libraries
(be they paper or digital) written on
the subject. But it is precisely this
complexity that seems to provide the
diffculty in fnding something new
to say: the behemoth that is Spanish
translation and all its challenges means
that here in the localization realm,
things can become so globally focused,
so panned-out in scope, that we lose
sight of the smaller and more specifc
details that could inform us.
We all know that “neutral Spanish,”
if such a thing exists, is better if you’re
trying to get away with one Spanish
translation of a product manual or
mobile application for the entire world,
for instance. But what then; how

do you get from this truism to real
practice? And what if your focus and
expertise lies in one specifc iteration
of Spanish, as it almost certainly will
on some level?

Narrowing the focus in another
way, Martín Ariano Gahn and Celia
Rico Pérez offer some very specifc
guidelines for improving Spanish
machine translation (MT) output.

Nataly Kelly’s focus, for example,
was based around Ecuadorian Spanish,
and from this sliver of the Spanish
market she has come up with ideas
related to the vastness that is Spanish
interpretation. Jacques Barreau
also considers this vastness and the
economics of narrowing it down in
his article about Spanish dubbing.
Afaf and Yasin Steiert give us a quick
look at Spanish translation as a whole
within the United States, supported
by an informative and somewhat
surprising sidebar by Rebecca Ray.
Surprising to me, anyway — I was
unaware that the US Spanish market
provides one of the world’s top
economies currently.

Elsewhere, Henk Boxma reviews XTM
Cloud, Lori Thicke interviews Rubén
Rodríguez de la Fuente of PayPal on
the different MT engines the company
uses, Kate Edwards discusses regional
differentiators such as the term
America and Terena Bell talks about
postmodernism. Later, Laurent Reber
looks at business intelligence as it
guides the selection of language service
providers.

Translation Technology Experts

Considering the details that can
get lost behind the behemoth in
yet another way, Francesc Morelló
Garcia offers his remarks on minority
language translation in Spanishspeaking countries in the Takeaway. W

MultiTrans Prism™ is your
gateway to the next-generation
of enterprise-class translation
management software.

multicorpora.com
North America: 877.725.7070
EMEA: +32 221.30.020
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Discover 100’s of NEW features!
We’ve added hundreds of new features such as the ability to retain all tags and all formats on all document
types, advanced project management functionality, and state-of-the-art quality assurance controls!
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News
Calendar

Localization World expands to Asia
Localization World, which has been highly popular among the localization business elite in its North
American and European locations, expanded to Asia
in April 2013. Its frst Asian conference since 2007
was held at the Shangri-La Hotel in Singapore from
April 10-12. The conference focus was more heavily
weighted toward the Asian market than its Western
iterations, and it was possible to attend sessions
specifc to Asia for the duration of the conference.
At the same time, it was possible to fnd familiar
tracks on life sciences and machine translation, as
well as newer additions such as some popular ones
on content management.
Manu Bhaskaran from Centennial Group, the
keynote on April 11, discussed the global economy. He predicted that the year 2013 will be turbulent, but the global
economy could manage the risk. There will be clearer global
recovery from 2014 onward, which he said he believes the
United States will lead. “A powerful US recovery will help all
of us,” said Bhaskaran.
Specifc to Asia, he stated that China’s rising wages will
affect the competitiveness of their cheap goods, but China
will move up the value chain to produce better-quality
goods, as Japan did in the 1980s. Tech spending is an
important component in Asian growth. In Asia, the middle
class is growing, and laggard economies such as the Philippines and Myanmar are rising. The challenge, said Bhaskaran, is to adjust to change; Chinese policy will have to
keep up with their rise and put structures in place to deal
with their friction with longer-established powers.
The balmy weather, just past monsoon season, cooperated for the networking events, and the Moravia-sponsored
dinner cruise aboard the Cheng Ho, a replica of the famous
Ming Dynasty imperial vessel, was a particular hit.
The conference was sponsored by Lionbridge, Scribers
International, Verztec Consulting PTE Ltd, EQHO Communications and Hunnect Limited.

Above: Preconference sessions overlooked the
marble and orchid arrangements of the Shangri-La lobby. Left: Eric Chen of IBM speaks
on globalized mobile applications. Right: Bob
Donaldson of Carson Strategy Group presents
on complex business-to-business applications. Opposite page, from top: Singapore
skyline from the harbor; networking on the
dinner cruise; attendees at a terminology
management preconference session; getting
acquainted over opening reception drinks; the
Verztec booth gives the conference a thumbsup; gathering information in the exhibit hall;
the Cheng Ho awaiting dinner attendees;
aperitifs on the bow deck of the Cheng Ho;
presenting winners with gifts at the prize
drawing and closing session.
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News
Business

Resources

e2f translations rebrands

Translation Commons

e2f translations, inc., a provider of language services, has redesigned its logo and
website. The company has also added new
language pairs to its offerings.

The Rosetta Foundation, a not-for-proft
organization with the aim to advance the
rights of individuals to access life-critical
information in their native languages, has
introduced Translation Commons, an open
space for communities to offer and seek
free language services. The site is powered
by SOLAS technologies, an open-source
project by the foundation.

e2f translations, inc. https://e2f.com

ATRIL/PowerLing now in Oregon
ATRIL/PowerLing has opened a new offce near Portland, Oregon. The company
is the developer of the computer-assisted
translation technologies TEAMserver project
platform and Déjà Vu X2.
ATRIL/PowerLing www.atril.com

Verztec expands
Singapore headquarters
Verztec Consulting Pte. Ltd., a provider
of multilingual communication services for
industries such as medical, petrochemical
and life sciences, has expanded its headquarters in Singapore.
Verztec Consulting Pte. Ltd.
www.verztec.com

Eclectic Communications
redesigns website
Eclectic Communications, a language service provider specializing in software localization, website globalization and technical
translation, has redesigned its website.
Eclectic Communications
www.swlocalization.com

Local Concept opens Madrid offce
Local Concept, a provider of localization
solutions, has opened an offce in Madrid,
Spain. It is the company’s third offce after
opening an offce in Taipei, Taiwan, in 2011.
Local Concept www.localconcept.com

The Rosetta Foundation
www.therosettafoundation.org

Linguistic plurals library
Smartling, Inc., provider of a cloudbased software platform, has created an
open-source linguistic plurals library for
internationalization and localization, allowing objective-C developers to integrate
plural strings into Apple iOS applications.
Smartling, Inc. www.smartling.com

Report on responsibilities
of project managers
Common Sense Advisory, an independent market research frm specializing in
the language service industry, has published the report “The Responsibilities of
Project Managers.” It covers topics such
as workload issues and project management specialties. The report also includes
a typology of project managers, a method
to evaluate project management needs and
solutions to make the project manager’s
job more manageable.
Common Sense has also published a
report intended to help determine whether
paying more or less for translation affects
linguistic quality. “The Price-Quality Link”
provides several takeaways including why

it is critical to base market differentiation
on something other than quality and how
localization maturity levels indicate buyer
behavior regarding quality.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc.
www.commonsenseadvisory.com

People
Recent industry hires
■ Lingotek, a developer of collaborative translation technology, has hired Yvan
Hennecart as executive vice president of
operations.
■ 1-Stop Translation USA, LLC, a provider
of Asian language services, has hired Cheon
Kim as language training unit vice president
and Annie Chalisa and Teri Nguyen as assistant account managers.
■ LinguaSys, Inc., a provider of translation software solutions and services, has
promoted Carla Johnston to vice president
of worldwide sales.
■ Smartling, Inc., provider of a cloudbased software platform, has hired Nataly
Kelly as vice president of market development.
■ VSI Group, a provider of dubbing,
subtitling and voiceover services, has hired
Cornelia Al-Khaled as managing director.
■ suma, a provider of translation and
localization services in English, Latin American Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese, has
hired Agostina Lauria as project manager.

Lingotek www.lingotek.com
1-Stop Translation USA, LLC
www.1stoptr.com
LinguaSys, Inc. www.linguasys.com
Smartling, Inc. www.smartling.com
VSI Group www.vsi.tv
suma www.sumalatam.com

Products and Services
Linguify.Banks
LinguaNext, Inc., a localization solutions
provider, has announced the availability
of its Linguify.Banks, designed to support
core banking applications. The technology
allows bank employees to work in native
languages and customers to receive localized written correspondence.
LinguaNext, Inc. www.linguanext.net

TMTPrime
The Centre for Next Generation Localisation, in partnership with VistaTEC, a provider of localization, process management
and global release strategies, Symantec
Corporation, a manufacturer of security
software for computers, and Welocalize,
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News
a provider of integrated globalization services, has developed TMTPrime, a platform
that allows for the integration of machine
translation with legacy translation memory
systems to provide translation options to
human translators.
Centre for Next Generation Localisation
www.cngl.ie
VistaTEC www.vistatec.ie
Symantec Corporation www.symantec.com
Welocalize www.welocalize.com

MadCap Lingo 7
MadCap Software, Inc., a multichannel
content authoring company, has released
MadCap Lingo 7. The latest version supports
the translation of right-to-left languages in
addition to full Unicode support for Eastern and Western European languages and
double-byte Asian languages.
MadCap Software, Inc.
www.madcapsoftware.com

Term Assist
KantanMT Legal Stock Engines,
additional language support
KantanMT, a subscription-based machine
translation service, has added Legal Stock
Engines, collections of bilingual training
data sets specifcally tailored for the legal
sector, to its machine translation platform.
The platform has also added support for
Traditional and Simplifed Chinese, and a
monolingual data feature to its member
services.
KantanMT http://kantanmt.com

SAPterm.com

CSOFT International, Ltd., a provider of
localization, testing and software development, has created Term Assist, a desktop
application that works with a variety of
translation and authoring tools.
CSOFT International Ltd. www.csoftintl.com

XTM 7.3
XTM International, a developer of XML
authoring and translation tools, has released XTM 7.3. Updates include additional
browser support, the ability to add and
delete target languages and add, delete or
update source fles.

SAP AG, a provider of enterprise software
and software-related services, has launched
an online terminology database allowing
access to the company’s offcial public terminology resources.

XTM International www.xtm-intl.com

SAP AG www.sap.com

Centrum Lokalizacji C&M Sp. z o.o., a
language service provider, has become a
partner of the Polski Theatre to provide
translation of texts related to the activity
of the theater.

CETRA adds localization services
CETRA, Inc., a provider of customized
language solutions, has added website and
software localization services. The new software localization solution includes testing
and engineering.

Clients and Partners
Centrum translates for Polski Theatre

Centrum Lokalizacji C&M Sp. z o.o.
www.cmlocalization.eu

CETRA, Inc. www.cetra.com

RWS Group selects SDL technology

Globalyzer 4.2

RWS Group, a patent translation and
search company, has selected the language

platform from SDL, a provider of global information management solutions, to standardize worldwide offces and streamline
operations at its growing Asian production
centers.
RWS Group www.rws.com
SDL www.sdl.com

Centre for Next Generation
Localisation, Xanadu Consultancy
The Centre for Next Generation Localisation
has announced a partnership with Xanadu
Consultancy, a provider of software development and operational support services. The
partnership will focus on the development of
advanced content technologies for dynamic
content analysis, multilingual search, machine
translation, personalization and multimodal
interaction across global markets.
Centre for Next Generation Localisation
www.cngl.ie

Local Concept chosen by
Harvard Business Publishing
Local Concept, a provider of localization solutions, has been chosen by Harvard
Business Publishing, a subsidiary of Harvard University, to translate 42 web-based
courses for business executives who speak
Chinese, Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese.
Local Concept www.localconcept.com

Micro Systemation, LinguaSys
combine technology
LinguaSys, Inc., a provider of translation
software solutions and services, and Micro
Systemation (MSAB), a provider of forensic
recovery of data from mobile devices, will
integrate technology. MSAB will embed
LinguaSys translation technology into its
new analytical tool XAMN.
LinguaSys, Inc. www.linguasys.com

Lingoport, Inc., a provider of software
internationalization tools and services, has
announced the release of Globalyzer 4.2, featuring support for internationalizing applications using the Objective-C programming
language. Updated support includes string
detection and fltering and externalization.
Lingoport, Inc. www.lingoport.com

Swiss Post-Editing Score
Modulo Language Automation, a provider of translation team monitoring solutions, has developed the Swiss Post-Editing
Score, a metric designed to automatically
indicate the quality of the post-editing
work carried out by translators, in real time.
Modulo Language Automation
www.modulolanguage.com

www.multilingual.com
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Calendar

May

ProZ.com International Conference
June 8-9, 2013, Porto, Portugal.
ProZ.com, www.proz.com/conference/388

Advanced Techniques for Court Interpreters
May 28-June 1, 2013,
Monterey, California USA.

TAUS Industry Leaders Forum
June 10-11, 2013, Dublin, Ireland.

Monterey Institute of International Studies
http://bit.ly/QCvfPb

TAUS, www.translationautomation.com/executive-forums/
dublin-executive-forum-2013

eLearning Africa (eLA) 2013

Localization World London

May 29-31, 2013, Windhoek, Namibia.

June 12-14, 2013, London, UK.

ICWE GmbH, www.elearning-africa.com

Localization World, Ltd., www.localizationworld.com

Translation and Modernization in East Asia
in the 19th and Early 20th Century

UA Europe 2013

May 29-31, 2013, Shatin, Hong Kong.
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
www.cuhk.edu.hk/rct/ts/modern

June 13-14, 2013, Manchester, UK.
UA Europe, www.uaconference.eu

4th Interpret America Summit
June 14-15, 2013, Reston, Virginia USA.

Localization UnConference

InterpretAmerica, LLC, www.interpretamerica.net/summit4

May 31, 2013, San Mateo, California USA.
Localization Unconference Team
https://sites.google.com/site/localizationunconference

June
24th Japanese-English Translation Conference

Critical Link 7 – Global Awakening:
Leading Practices in Interpreting
June 17-21, 2013, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
York University, www.glendon.yorku.ca/criticallink

Translation Research Summer School UK

June 1-2, 2013, Honolulu, Hawaii USA.

June 17-28, 2013, London, UK.

Japan Association of Translators
http://ijet.jat.org/ja/site/index24

Universities of Edinburgh and Manchester,
University College London, www.researchschool.org

eBooks & i18n: Richer Internationalization for eBooks

A Tale of Opposing Directions:
Bidirectional Text in HTML and CSS

June 4, 2013, Tokyo, Japan.
W3C, www.w3.org/2013/06/ebooks

June 20, 2013, Mountain View, California USA.

Want more industryrelated information?
Participate in
discussions about
the global language
industry:
www.multilingualblog.com
Find language industry
companies in 48 categories:
www.multilingual.com/
industryResources
Follow us on:
www.twitter.com/
multilingualmag

www.star-group.net

STAR – your single-source partner for corporate product communication
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Calendar
The International Multilingual Computing User Group
http://events.imug.org/events/95271252/

The Art of Literary Translation
June 23-July 19, 2013, Paris, France.
Columbia University School of the Arts, http://bit.ly/YqMS7G

August
ACL 2013
August 4-9, 2013, Sofa, Bulgaria.
Association for Computational Linguistics
http://acl2013.org/site/welcome.html

Edinburgh Interpreting Research Summer School
June 24-28, 2013, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Heriot Watt University, http://bit.ly/YDrjya

Game QA & Localisation 2013

Computer-Assisted Translation Course
August 6-9 , 2013, Monterey, California USA.
Monterey Institute of International Studies, www.miis.edu/
academics/short/translation-interpretation/computer-assisted

June 25-26, 2013, London, UK.
International Quality and Productivity Center
www.gamingqa.com

CETRA 2013
August 14-27, 2013, Leuven, Belgium.
Centre for Translation Studies, www.arts.kuleuven.be/cetra

Content Agility 2013
June 26-27, 2013, London, UK.
Congility, www.congility.com/index.php/2013

TransForum
August 21-23, 2013, Louisville, Kentucky USA.
In Every Language, www.ineverylanguage.com/transforum

Eighth Conference on Legal Translation,
Court Interpreting and Comparative Legilinguistics
June 28-30, 2013, Poznan, Poland.
Institute of Linguistics at Adam Mickiewicz University
www.lingualegis.amu.edu.pl/?main_data=main&lang=en

July
Summer Translation Program
July 1-25, 2013, Kalamazoo, Michigan USA.

Interspeech 2013
August 25-29, 2013, Lyon, France.
International Speech Communication Association
www.interspeech2013.org

Conference on Translation,
FIT Asian Translators’ Forum
August 27-29, 2013, Penang, Malaysia.
Universiti Sains Malaysia, http://ppa14atf.usm.my

Department of World Languages and Literatures, Western Michigan
University, www.wmich.edu/languages/academics/summer-translation

UXPA 2013
July 9-12, 2013, Washington, DC USA.
UXPA International, www.uxpa2013.org

September
Machine Translation Summit XIV
September 2-6, 2013, Nice, France.
European Association for Machine Translation
www.mtsummit2013.info

International Terminology Summer School 2013
July 15-19, 2013, Cologne, Germany.
TermNet, www.termnet.org/english/events/tss_2013/index.php

Brand2Global
September 16-18, 2013, London, UK.
The Localization Institute, http://brand2global.com/index.html

IMUG @ PayPal
July 18, 2013, San Jose, California USA.
The International Multilingual Computing User Group
http://events.imug.org/events/95271482/

Nida Research Symposium: Cultural Translation
September 20, 2013, New York, NY USA.
Nida School of Translation Studies
http://nsts.fusp.it/events/2013-symposium

Literary Translation Summer School
July 21-27, 2013, Norwich, UK.
British Centre for Literary Translation
www.bclt.org.uk/summer-school

LRC XVIII
September 23-25, 2013, Limerick, Ireland.
Localisation Research Centre, CNGL
www.localisation.ie/resources/conferences/2013/index.htm

WORLDCOMP’13
July 22-25, 2013, Las Vegas, Nevada USA.
The University of Georgia
www.world-academy-of-science.org/worldcomp13/ws

Technical Communication UK
September 24-26, 2013, Bristol, UK.
Institute of Scientifc and Technical Communicators
www.technicalcommunicationuk.com

IGDA Summit
July 31-August 1, 2013, San Francisco, California USA.
International Game Developers Association
www.igda.org/2013SummitCFP

www.multilingual.com
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Reviews

XTM Cloud
Henk Boxma
Well-designed, easy-to-learn CAT tool
is one of the best online offerings on the market

X

XTM by XTM International is a scalable, web-based translation solution
for freelance translators, language service providers (LSPs) and enterprises.
The tool supports the entire workfow
from project creation to delivery of the
translated documents.

XTM comes in two varieties: XTM Cloud and XTM Suite. XTM
Cloud is XTM’s software as a service offering. After signing up for
a free trial, you are up and running in minutes without having
to install anything on your computer. XTM is accessed via your
browser, which makes the solution truly operating system independent. In addition, you always have access to the latest software
release without the need to download or install upgrades. Each customer’s data is securely stored in a separate database on the XTM
servers. The environment is highly collaborative. Team members can
work on the same document, and you can assign tasks to others
without having to send e-mails back and forth. The only thing you
need is a reliable internet connection.
XTM Suite is a traditionally licensed variant of XTM that enables
larger companies and LSPs to host the tool on their own servers, thus
retaining complete control of their data. Research has shown that
in traditional translation projects about half the cost of translation
is taken up by project management and manual data handling. The
main advantage of web-based systems such as XTM, when compared to traditional desktop systems, is that all data is centralized.
Because of this, project management and manual data handling
steps can be automated, whereby users have access to common
information. There is no need for project managers to send the work
out to translators or inquire about the progress of the project via
e-mail as progress can be followed internally.

Henk Boxma is a leading internationalization and
localization consultant with 18 years of experience
specializing in tools and processes. He was awarded
a master’s degree in technical computer science from
the University of Twente in The Netherlands.
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The system requirements for a user to
run XTM are quite moderate because all
resource-intensive processing is done on the
XTM Cloud server. You can use an average
business computer and there is no need
to upgrade your hardware in the future in
order to support XTM. The system is based
on open standards such as XLIFF, SRX,
TMX and TBX and a complete implementation of the reference model as specified in open architecture for
XML authoring and localization. The main advantage is that this
ensures data interchange with other compliant systems. The main
modules are the engine, the translator’s workbench, the quality
assurance (QA) manager, the terminology manager, the translation memory (TM) manager, workflow and XTM Xchange. The
application programming interface (API) web services are fully
documented and allow deep integration with third party systems.
Currently, XTM supports an extensive integration with XTRF,
whereby nearly all project management features are handled in
XTRF and then the settings are transferred to XTM via the API.
On the XTM website, you can create a 30-day free trial account.
Signing up is simple, though it seems a bit cumbersome that you
need to select both an account type (freelance, small group or LSP)
and a number of users, instead of just the number of users. The difference between the three types of profile (Table 1) is not obvious
and it is not explained on the sign-up page.

XTM Cloud starts from $14 per month
for a single user including support, hosting
and updates. XTM Suite costs $850
per concurrent user for a permanent
license. Annual support including updates
costs 20% of the license fee from year
two. Recent versions of Internet Explorer,
Firefox, Chrome and Safari are supported.

Data setup
After you have set up the account, you have the role as administrator. The most important functions of this superuser are configuring the XTM system and managing the project managers. You
can define the language combinations that you support, including
pricing details that are used to generate a price calculation for a
project. XTM offers a wide range of parameters such as discounts
for the different types of matching, subject matter and speed of
delivery. It requires time to set up all these factors, but since this is
probably your core business, it is worth making the effort to do it
carefully. These factors can be applied on a system-wide level, or
alternatively you can apply customer and project specific parameters. If you want to try XTM immediately, you can subsequently
tweak the parameters.
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XTM Cloud

Freelance

Small group

LSP

Server & hosting costs







Product support & upgrades







Import/export TM & terminology







Share TM & terminology







Create additional users







Unlimited words







Concurrent users







Creating your frst project

Table 1: XTM Cloud account types.

This business data can be complex if you
have numerous language pairs. XTM offers
you the ability to import the language
combinations via XML files and provides
you with a sample zip file that contains
XML files for each language combination.
After you have imported data into XTM,
you can edit it. You can override the price
estimation data for a specific customer.
If you decide to do so, and have many
customers and many language pairs, then
you most likely would appreciate having
an overview. Unfortunately, XTM does
not provide such an overview at this time,
and has no export functionality for this
information.
If you have an LSP account, you can add
any number of users to your system. The
number of users who can connect to the
system at the same time is determined by
your license. A user can be assigned one or
more roles. XTM has a fixed set of eight user
roles, each with its specific set of rights. For
example, a project manager can create and
edit other project manager profiles as well
as those for linguists and customers and, of
course, can manage projects.
For a translator, you can specify the
translator’s language combinations, subject
matter expertise and qualifications. You can
grant a terminologist access rights regarding
terminology. XTM either defines these rights
for all terminology if the user is a global
expert, or on a customer-specific basis in
which you can select one customer from
a drop-down list. It would be useful if you
could assign a terminologist to a set of customers, but this is not currently supported.
The project manager can define detailed
rate cards for translators, reviewers and
correctors. This can be done for all language pairs, activities, domains and/or for
specified combinations. These rate cards
cannot be imported as part of the import
functionality for users. On XTM Xchange,
you can publish your rate cards in various
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currencies. The downside is that you need
to enter exchange rates manually and then
maintain them. Hopefully, a future version of XTM will provide the opportunity
to specify a web service that uses current
exchange rates when XTM creates a quote.
A powerful feature is subcontracting, in
which XTM allows you to allocate tasks
in the workflow to subcontractor LSPs
rather than individuals. A benefit of this is
that you retain the translation assets and
data of the project. If you subcontract to
an LSP, then you do not have access to
the contact details of their translators by
default, which safeguards confidentiality.
Subcontractors can subcontract in turn
to other LSPs through XTM. If a subcontractor uses a limited free license of XTM,
then each translator will use the license of
the subcontractor’s client.

A project can be set up in a matter of
minutes. If you have a project for a new
customer, you first need to create a customer profile in the customer editor. This
is a straightforward task. Once the customer has been added you may tweak the
project cost estimation parameters for this
particular customer if desired, but most
likely you will use the default values as
specified by the administrator.
Once you have selected the customer,
you enter a project name, source language,
target languages and required workflow.
You then need to upload the files for
translation. You can either add them one
by one or upload them all together as a
zip file. XTM will detect the file formats
automatically. After analysis, XTM provides an overview of the cost estimations
with the ability to zoom into the details.
You can define a workflow with tasks
for translators, correctors and reviewers.
A corrector can edit translations, while a
reviewer can only add comments. A project manager can easily split a large project
into bundles that are processed by different
users. In the workflow, you can define in
which order the tasks need to be executed
and by whom, as well as whether tasks
on the same document can be performed
simultaneously. During the project, you can
alter the workflow, assign other users and so
on. How can a translator and corrector work
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Figure 1: XTM workbench.

on the same file at the same time without
interfering with each other? Basically, when
a translator is working, all the segments
on the current page are locked for other
users. The translator can determine how
many segments to view on one page up
to a maximum of 500. The corrector can
start work as soon as the first page has
been completed. This simultaneous work
may be useful for time-critical projects.

In other situations, you may want to let
the translator finish the entire translation
before the corrector starts a task. XTM
supports all these situations, and you
can adapt the workflow during a project
without losing data. The project manager
initiates the workflow by clicking a “start”
button. The users who can begin a task
are notified via an e-mail in which they
find a link to that task.

Trusted Leader for
Czech and Slovak
Czech, Slovak and
other CEE languages
Financial, Technical
and Legal translation
Established in 1993

www.lexikasro.com
ISO 9001:2009 Certiﬁed
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Translator environment
XTM provides an inbox for the linguist
that contains all of his or her tasks. Via the
inbox, the user can download reference
materials. The overview of tasks does not
provide an indication of the amount of work
required. With any luck, in a next version
XTM will provide this information to help
the linguist prioritize tasks. Double-clicking
a task opens it in the XTM workbench.
The workbench is a state-of-the-art
translation environment (Figure 1). The
main component is the table with segments. For each segment you can enter
the translations. On the left side there is a
menu for operations on the page such as
functions for QA, find and replace, metrics
and preview generation. The menu on the
right contains operations on the active
segment. You can configure a keyboard
shortcut for each menu item.
Segments may contain tags. These are
presented as {1}, {2} and so on. The target segment must contain the same tags,
which is sometimes a bit annoying. For
example, if you write 5th in English, then
there will be a tag around the superscripted
th. However, in your target language you
may not want superscripted text. It is also
not possible to use the same tag multiple
times or add tags that would be appropriate to the target language, which may be
a bit limiting in some situations. When you
enter a translation for a segment, it is immediately saved to the server and becomes
available for use within the current or any
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Figure 2: XTM terminology editor.

other project. Each segment has a status
and you can see at a glance the colored status indicator of the preceding and the next
task for this segment. This is very useful,
especially if multiple users work simultaneously on the same file. For example, if you
are correcting the translator’s work, and
the next task will be a reviewer commenting on your work, then you will see the
status for both.
XTM does not provide a what-you-seeis-what-you-get translation environment.
You can generate a preview of the target
document, but that is done on the server
and it takes a while, depending on the
size of the translated document. It is not
possible to select a segment in XTM and
highlight it in the document, or vice versa.
It would be a great feature if XTM could
provide a faster live preview in the future
and provide interaction between the preview and the translation environment.
The concordance search may need some
enhancement as well. In the current version
it is not possible to sort the results, and
you see a maximum of 50 matches, which
may be too few if you have a large TM.
The workbench can also connect to a range
of machine translation solutions, including
Google, Microsoft and Asia Online.
You can flag a finished task as completed via your inbox. This functionality
is hidden as a menu item under the first
icon in the task list, and it would be better
if it were more prominent. Also, you can
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complete a task even if some segments
are still untranslated; however, there is an
option to make XTM warn you about this.
For translation outside XTM, you can create an export package (XLIFF or TIPP, see
https://code.google.com/p/interoperability
-now/) to be able to process the file in a
third-party tool. This may be useful if you
want to subcontract to a company that does

not use XTM or if you have to finish a task
but do not have a reliable internet connection, for example when traveling. If you do
not want to use another tool or purchase
another license, then XTM has a solution. Its
latest version provides the ability to export an
Excel file that has about the same look and
feel as the online workbench. After you have
translated the file, or a part of it, you can

Don't let cryptic messages stand in the way of your success.
▪ Comprehensive language services utilizing state of the art technology
▪ Translation of large volumes with short deadlines as standard practice
▪ More than 40 branches worldwide handling over 50 languages
▪ Global talent pool of 3,000+ language and SME specialists
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import it back into XTM. Personally, I think
it is pretty amazing how XTM transformed
Excel into a computer-aided translation
tool (CAT) with a good user experience. An
export to Excel enables you to work offline.

Terminology
In the terminologist role, you can import
an existing terminology database from a
third-party product in, for example, the
TBX or XLS format.
The terminology is concept-based,
which allows multiple terms and multiple
translations for the same concept. For
example, the terms laptop and notebook
can be related to the same concept, and
you can enter multiple translations for
these terms. When one of the terms is used
in the source then all related translations
will be available for selection. The terminologist has full editing rights, including
editing the translations (Figure 2).
From within the workbench, you can
add new terms quickly as long as you have
terminology rights. This provides a wellintegrated environment. In this approach,
the terminology database acts more like
an advanced dictionary and improves the
consistency of your translation. You can
choose how much detail to enter about
the terms, but features like uploading a
picture, while nice, are time consuming
and therefore probably not useful. Pictures
cannot be exported or imported via TBX
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files. For larger enterprises that have a
well-defined terminology process for their
specific domain, the terminology maintenance module in XTM is probably not
advanced enough. XTM does not support
an advanced workflow in which the terminologist can assign translation and review
tasks for terms to subject matter experts.
Subject matter experts often are the
customer’s in-country specialists. Larger
companies would want to define roles for
terminology translators and reviewers, and
assign tasks to them. Such XTM customers
may prefer a dedicated third-party terminology system that integrates well with
their content creation workflow.

XTM Xchange
XTM recently developed XTM Xchange,
an online marketplace for translators, LSPs and companies. It is easy for
a translator or LSP to register, and you
can specify your rates and subject matter expertise. Project managers can publish jobs from within their XTM project
management environment and receive
quotes from registered translators and
LSPs. When the project manager accepts
a quote, he or she can immediately set
up the quote provider as a contractor and
then get started.
Once the translation has been delivered,
the project manager can rate the supplier
in terms of quality, speed of delivery and

so on. These ratings are published on XTM
Xchange for other users to view.
XTM Xchange is a free service if you have
an XTM account. It allows you the potential
of winning more business, and if XTM’s customer base keeps growing, this marketplace
has huge potential. Larger marketplaces
such as ProZ.com have many more registered users, but do not offer tight integration with XTM or other TMS products.

The verdict
Without a doubt, XTM is one of the best
online CAT tools on the market. The open
standards-based engine that lies beneath
is powerful, and supports the most important file formats. Uploaded source files are
automatically extracted, segmented and
matched.
A big pro is that all information is centrally
stored on the server and there is no need to
send files via e-mail or FTP servers. Via the
XTM portal, you can even provide your client with access rights to create projects and
add source materials directly in XTM. XTM
is easy to learn and use. The materials that
you find on the XTM website are developed
with care. Setting up a project is easy and it
is surprisingly simple to subcontract work to
an LSP or to freelancers on XTM Xchange.
The collaborative environment allows
users with different roles to work on the same
document at the same time. Changes to the
TM are stored on the server and become
immediately available for other users. The
system is user-friendly, scalable and fast.
The ability to simultaneously collaborate
may facilitate significant time savings in
a project. The business management part
including areas such as quotation, invoicing
and resource planning, are not the strongest
points of XTM. Fortunately, it is possible to
integrate with other tools that cover these
aspects of translation project management.
The same applies to terminology. In most
companies, content creators are responsible
for defining the terminology and in-country
domain specialists are responsible for the
translation of those terms. XTM does not
support that workflow.
XTM uses open standards, which means
you are not locked in. If, at some future
date, you decide that you do not want to
use the tool any more, you can export all
your linguistic assets to formats that you
can import in other tools.
The overall verdict is that XTM is a great
CAT tool. It has excellent features, is welldesigned, easy to learn, robust, stable, scalable and extensible. M
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Engine agnostic machine
translation at PayPal

handling human language, but what they can achieve

PayPal is the leading global online
is nevertheless mind-blowing, like IBM’s Watson beatpayment company. Founded in Deceming Jeopardy! champions or performing sentiment
analysis on Twitter.
ber 1998, PayPal has 123 million active
Specifcally about MT, apart from its potential as a tool
registered accounts and is available in
for translators, I’m very interested in use cases where it
190 markets. PayPal has localized marcan help when human translators are not available, like
keting websites in 81 regions around
the way it was used in the earthquake in Haiti a few
years ago. It will not be as useful as a human translator,
the world. PayPal’s Rubén Rodríguez
but it will nevertheless be helpful.
de la Fuente is one of PayPal’s two
Thicke: What critical issues for PayPal does MT address?
machine translation (MT) specialists
Rodríguez de la Fuente: There are several ways MT
Rubén Rodríguez de la
helps us. Cost reduction is one of them, although not
and a member of the globalization
Fuente, PayPal.
necessarily the most important. PayPal works to meet
technology team. He has been in the
aggressive deadlines and does simultaneous shipping
language industry for over a decade and works out
for all languages. Our motivation to use MT was to achieve
of PayPal’s offce in Madrid.
timely deliveries with the highest possible level of quality.

Within a traditional localization workfow, MT allows us to reduce
time-to-market and also to enforce terminology and consistent
Thicke: What is your background and how did you end up in
style and that reduces our in-house linguists’ workload when we’re
the role of MT specialist for PayPal?
doing quality assurance (QA) for outsourced translations.
Rodríguez de la Fuente: I have a bachelor’s degree in transWe are also trying to fnd creative ways to use MT, like having
lation and I’ve been working mostly as a translator or project
our visual designers translate their prototypes using MT to make
manager. I worked for a while in software localization and that’s
sure there won’t be text expansion issues later or performing
what aroused my interest in all things technical. I used to be
source content review to fag translatability issues (like concatas skeptical as the next person regarding MT, but when I heard
enation/sentence fragmentation). MT is a very good tool to ensure
about TAUS, I thought if big companies were pooling linguistic
localization friendliness.
assets and know-how, maybe they would succeed, so I started
Finally, we encourage teams outside localization to leverage our
educating myself on the subject.
MT systems for their particular purposes and we assist as needed
Shortly after, MT was introduced at PayPal for a few lanto make sure their particular requirements are met.
guages. As a linguist, I was responsible for customizing and
Thicke: How long have you been working with MT?
maintaining the user dictionary for English into Spanish. EventuRodríguez de la Fuente: At PayPal, we have been working with
ally, we increased the number of MT languages and the frst MT
MT for three years — two of them in a production environment.
specialist, my colleague Olga Loskutova, needed some help. Since
I had a personal interest in the subject, I seemed to be a good ft.
Thicke: What in particular interests you about MT?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: I have become very interested in the Lori Thicke is cofounder and general manager of LexWorks,
past few years about natural language processing in general.
cofounder of Translators without Borders and a member
Computers will always fall short of perfection in the task of
of the MultiLingual editorial board.
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Thicke: You are known for being
engine agnostic, for using a variety of
MT engines — rule-based (RBMT), statistical (SMT) and hybrid. Why is this?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: We started
with RBMT and things went reasonably
well. Then we needed language pairs
(Nordics) for which the existing RBMT
technology did not meet our needs, so
we had to go for SMT for those languages. Eventually, we ended up having
a technology pool including RBMT, SMT
and hybrid. It’s only SMT and hybrid
these days, since we upgraded our RBMT
systems to hybrid, and we’ve seen that
every technology has its pros and cons.
Also, we’ve seen that every language
pair is a different story with different
requirements and needs. So I fnd the
best is to get acquainted with all technologies and decide on a case-by-case
basis.
Thicke: What is your criteria for deciding which approach to adopt for which
languages and content?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: We have
identifed two main indicators for evaluating and selecting MT engines: linguistic quality and ease of integration with
the existing computer-assisted translation tools and workfows. Often, all the
focus is set on the frst indicator, but I’d
say they are both equally important: an
engine producing great linguistic quality
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but with a cumbersome integration with
existing tools will be of little use. In
terms of ease of integration, the engine
must support seamless communication with your translation management
system via the application programming interface or something similar. As
for linguistic quality, it is important to
be systematic and go beyond showing
a sample to an in-house linguist or an
external vendor and asking for feedback.
Thicke: What languages have you built
MT engines for?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: We currently
have MT engines in place for French (both
European and Canadian), Italian, German,
Spanish (both European and Mexican),
Russian, Danish, Norwegian, Swedish and
Simplifed Chinese. We also have a normalization engine converting US English
to British and Australian English.
Thicke: Does your source content pose
any challenges with MT?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: Our source
content for MT is mainly dynamic HTML,
using variables that are replaced by
corresponding values at run-time. The
challenge of tags for MT is two-fold. First,
tags can interfere with the parsing of the
sentence, resulting in faulty output, and
second, they might require adjustment of
surrounding text or reordering depending
on their value.
Thicke: How do you defne MT quality?

Rodríguez de la Fuente: Linguistic
quality does not mean the MT output will
be fawless, but rather that it will take
you less time to post-edit the MT output
than to translate from scratch. Tentatively,
post-editing throughput should be 5,000
words a day or more.
Thicke: What languages do you use
with an RBMT engine?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: We started
Russian, Spanish, French, Italian and German with RBMT, but they have all been
upgraded to hybrid now.
Thicke: RBMT is known for managing
tags better than SMT. Do you agree? How
do you handle tags in RBMT?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: In order to
handle the tags, we have included them
in the user dictionary with the appropriate part of speech. The RBMT engine takes
care of adjusting the surrounding text and
reordering the tags if needed.
Thicke: How do you evaluate RBMT
quality?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: To ensure
good performance of the engine, we
keep track of the edit distance (the
amount of rework needed to bring the
raw MT output to publishing quality)
and the review distance (the rework of
translation from the vendor by our inhouse linguists). The metric used is WER
(word error rate) since we fnd it more
intuitive than BLEU (bilingual evaluation
understudy).
Thicke: What are the main advantages
of RBMT?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: The main
advantages of RBMT in our experience are
the ease of customization (linguists can
start playing around with the tool after
a few hours of training; user dictionaries
can be amended on the fy to fx errors);
the good handling of tags; and the predictability — with a basic understanding
of the tool, you know what kind of output
you can expect.
Thicke: And the main disadvantages
with RBMT engines?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: The main
disadvantages are that they require more
manual work — about three hours a week
per language on average — and that the
output will be accurate and grammatically
correct, but sometimes not very fuent.
They are also more expensive than SMT
engines.
Thicke: What SMT technology did you
choose, and did you take a do-it-yourself
approach?
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Rodríguez de la Fuente: The technology is
based on open-source toolkit Moses. The idea
of using Moses out-of-the-box and avoiding vendor costs can be tempting. However,
Moses is rather complex and vendors have
customized it further for better results with
language pairs other than the ones the
system initially supported.
Thicke: What is the main advantage
of SMT?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: What makes
SMT engines really appealing is that they
require no customization work on the
part of linguists: the engine learns by
itself through statistical analysis of translation memory (TM) corpora. Therefore, a
lot of effort in terms of manual work and
training is saved, and the engine can be
ready in a matter of days. They are also
generally cheaper than RBMT engines.
SMT will deliver good results for language pairs in which the target does not
have very rich morphology features, such
as in Danish, Norwegian and Swedish. For
more complex languages such as Russian
and German, it is worthwhile to invest in
hybrid systems. RBMT can deliver good
results provided customization is done
on a regular basis, but it seems to be less
effcient than the other two types of
technology.
Thicke: And the main disadvantage of
SMT engines?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: The drawback of SMT is that for the time being
it is only capable of keeping the tags in
place without reordering or adjusting of
surrounding text. This is not a limitation of SMT itself, but rather of the TM
corpora that replace tag content (such
as <result>countryName</result>) with
numeric placeholders (such as {1}),
preventing the engine from learning
how the tags need to be adapted in the
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translation. We are currently considering
the feasibility of using XLIFF fles (which
do contain tag content) instead of TMX
fles as training corpora.
Another limitation is that it is only
effcient to retrain the engines every
three to six months, so they are not as
fexible to incorporate quick terminology fxes as RBMT. In terms of linguistic
quality, the most frequent issues relate
to wrong word forms, capitalization and
punctuation.
A word of caution about SMT: the
quality of the output is going to be only
as good as the quality of the translations in your TM. If you are concerned
that your TM might have terminology
inconsistencies or mistranslations, it is
best to do some QA on it before starting
the engine training.
Thicke: Finally, with respect to the
hybrid approach, what is your experience
there?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: We frst
started using the hybrid for German and
Russian. The edit distance for German
and Russian is a bit high due to the rich
morphology of these languages (case
infection) and some heavy localespecifc customization requirements.
A roll-out to the hybrid for Spanish,
French and Italian took place a few
months ago. Edit distance has been
reduced on average a few percentage
points (2%-4%).
Thicke: And does your hybrid engine
use RBMT or SMT as the baseline?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: It uses RBMT
output as baseline, and then refnes it
through comparison against a language
model created with SMT techniques.
Thicke: What kind of results do you
get with the hybrid?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: Initial test-

ing of the hybrid output shows that it is
generally more fuent and natural than
RBMT. However, some typical mistakes of
the hybrid include deprecated terminology due to outdated translations present
in the TM, part-of-speech agreement
mistakes, extra words in translation,
extra punctuation and wrong capitalization. This results from unpredictable
behavior of the statistical component,
and we’ve seen these issues reduced in
German and Russian after re-training
the engine on cleaner data. In spite of
these drawbacks, edit distance should be
lower overall.
Thicke: Have you tried taking off the
SMT processing for German and Russian?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: We started
using the hybrid for these locales
because RBMT was not meeting our
requirements, so I don’t think disabling
the statistical component would improve
things. An alternative approach would
be to fall back to RBMT (which is more
predictable and consistent) and use
search and replace scripts for automated
post-editing of known error patterns. I’m
not sure how much improvement that
would bring compared with the hybrid,
but it’s an idea we have in mind.
Thicke: PayPal is one of the few companies that has a truly engine-agnostic
approach to MT. What conclusions have
you drawn?
Rodríguez de la Fuente: A good MT
strategy should be technology-agnostic
and look for the most effcient solution on a case-by-case basis. The type of
technology that best suits your needs will
change depending on the language pair.
The organization and resources of your
company, in terms of headcount, knowhow and existing linguist assets, are also
important factors to consider. M
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Off the Map

Regional differentiators

W

When you last heard someone use the term
America when referring to the United States, or
tossed out the name Middle East for the region
around the meeting of the African and Asian continents, did you give it a second thought? Most
likely not, for the usage of regional terminology
has become pretty ingrained in widespread media
and few of us ever consider these terms that are
used so colloquially.

The reality, of course, is that regional differentiators like
these often carry as much potential sensitivity as the issues that
people typically consider more sensitive, such as disputed areas
between two or more countries. The need for regional labels is
straightforward; in the course of time, it’s always been useful to
have a name to apply to various areas — it’s a natural part of the
evolution of geography and the use of toponyms (geographic
names). So instead of saying “that area north of the Mediterranean Sea and south of the Arctic Ocean but west of the Ural
Mountains,” we simply say “Europe.” Much easier!
However, it’s not so simple when it comes to some of these
terms, because they carry so much socio-historical, political and
cultural context. Because of this, they hold diverse meanings to
different people and thus we need to be careful about how we
use them.
Probably the most common problem is that some of the terms
carry with them an inherent geocentrism that is long outdated,
meaning it refects a term from days past when the person
applying the label (usually in Europe) needed to reference
distant lands. Various terms from this approach have survived
and are still used to a degree, with perhaps the best examples
being the labels Near East, Middle East and Far East. The frst
and obvious question is: “East of where?” Why, east of Europe,
of course! In this case, more specifcally the United Kingdom,
as these terms are primarily artifacts of the British Empire and
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have remained persistent over the past century or so. Near East,
referring primarily to Turkey but also the Levant area (Lebanon,
Israel, Syria, Jordan and so on) has mostly fallen out of use. Far
East is still used at times but is not as prevalent as East Asia
today, and there’s a growing awareness that it’s as outdated
as using the retired term Orient (which still seems to fnd a
place when people are romanticizing travel). However, the term
Middle East has proven to be amazingly resilient, and it easily
remains the most common term for its intended region, and is
still commonly used even within the region itself. In order to
help get past the geocentrism, alternatives such as Southwest
Asia were pushed for a couple of decades toward the end of
the twentieth century, but they just were not able to usurp the
strong use of Middle East.
But this raises another issue related to regional labels, and
that’s the question of what the label actually includes. Let’s
take the Middle East as an initial example — the countries that
comprise the region will depend upon the factor by which
you’re forming the defnition. If it’s the traditional geographic
defnition, it will include: Egypt, Cyprus, Iran, Turkey and the
entire Saudi peninsula. But if it’s considered from a cultural
perspective, the defnition broadens to include much of north
Africa, and then eastward with Afghanistan and parts of central
Asia. Many people seem to adopt the notion that the Middle
East means “Arab countries and Israel,” which is closer to the
classic defnition and colloquial usage, but again, it depends on
the scope intended by the person using the term. I’ve seen some
erroneously use Middle East to mean “Muslim countries,” but
that would exclude many countries beyond the actual region,
including Indonesia (the country with the largest Muslim population).

Kate Edwards is a geographer and the principal consultant
of Englobe, a Seattle-based consultancy for geocultural
intelligence and content strategy. She is also the executive
director of the International Game Developers Association.
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For many countries, the issue is very
sensitive when it comes to regional
inclusion/exclusion. This is one key aspect
of Turkey’s ongoing desire to join the
European Union (EU), citing that they
are a European country because of their
foothold on the Balkan peninsula. Politically, culturally and economically, Turkey
remains primarily aligned with Middle
Eastern countries; this doesn’t mean the
country can’t change and it is trying to
do so, as the EU has requested in some
areas before accession is allowed. Some
Turks can be sensitive to whether you
say their country is European or Middle
Eastern. This is also true at times for the
Caucasus countries of Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia, so the term Eurasia has
found some prevalence when referring to
Turkey and these areas (or for country/
region lists, the countries are placed both
in Europe and Asia categories). Similarly,
citizens of Mexico may protest if their
country isn’t described as being in North
America, which fts the classic geographic
defnition. It’s often erroneously included
in Central America, which usually only
includes the countries south of Mexico
and north of Colombia. However, if
using the cultural region Latin America,
then Mexico will certainly be found in
this region while the United States and
Canada are outliers.
And this brings up yet another issue: the
simple use of America and Americans as
a synonym for the United States and US
residents. The term America geographically
refers to anywhere in the western hemisphere and so it follows that Americans
should refer to anyone living within the
region. Yet through time and historical
usage, the terms America and Americans
have become almost exclusively synonymous with the United States, both within
the country as well as to the rest of the
world. From a broader regional perspective,
this can be quite offensive! Think about it
another way through analogy: imagine that
the terms Asia and Asians had historically
become associated solely with China, so
that whenever in Japan or Korea you heard
the word Asians, you knew that someone
was referring only to Chinese citizens. Do
you think that maybe those of you in Japan
or Korea or elsewhere in Asia might be
somewhat offended that your continental
descriptor was hijacked by a single country?
Transfer that sentiment to the western
hemisphere and it’s easier to understand
how this can be a sensitive issue.
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Deciding which differentiator to use
for which regions can obviously be a
tricky task. You’d like to be sensitive to
local concerns, but you also don’t want
to use a term that won’t be immediately
recognizable to the content consumer.
So here’s some advice for handling these
particular issues.
First, it’s usually your safest approach
to start with the major continental labels
and then apply directional adjectives
to the area in question. So instead of
Far East, it’s better to use East Asia, or
instead of the antiquated terms like Iron
Curtain Countries, use Eastern Europe
(yes, amazingly I meet people who still
use the term Iron Curtain). By this same
rule, one would use Southwest Asia
instead of Middle East, but that underscores the need to research if a particular
term is still colloquial or not. So there
will be outliers to this rule, but for the
most part it’s by far the safest approach.
Second, when it comes to the regional
term being applied to a specifc country,
try to avoid the usage as much as possible.
For example, avoid the use of America
and Americans when referring only to the

United States; the terms are only appropriate when the intended meaning has a
Pan-American scope. Similarly, I sometimes
hear people use the term Britain to incorrectly include Ireland. Britain is a short form
of Great Britain, which politically refers to
the political union of England, Scotland
and Wales and excluding Northern Ireland
(because when including Northern Ireland,
the entirety of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, also called
simply the United Kingdom, is formed).
The Republic of Ireland should never be
included in Britain, which is a whole other
sensitive issue.
Lastly, when in doubt, ask people in
your target markets what they call the
region in which they reside. You may
get a variety of answers depending on
the country, but usually this can help
guide your response and placement of
the locale within the correct regional
differentiator. You might think that an
issue as simple as a descriptor wouldn’t
be much of a problem, but as we’ve
learned, you can never underestimate
the potential for any piece of content to
be problematic. M
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Column

Macro/Micro 							

Postmodernism
and translation

T

The only time I’ve ever been accused of being
“postmodern,” I was in my last semester at Centre College. David Albright, my senior seminar
partner, had given me his comments on my thesis
and right there in the margins, he’d written “too
postmodern.” I say accused because in my social
circle at the time, being called “postmodern” was
akin to being called “passive-aggressive” now — it
was the gravest of insults.

To us, “postmodern” meant wishy-washy, unable to admit the
truth, unable to acknowledge resolutes. To my friend David, it
simply meant the next age after the modern one, an age where
everything is relative. In our classes, we learned our generation
was the first to innately reflect tendencies of postmodernism,
that right there in the spring of 1999, the theses and ideas
we presented to the world were proof that the modern age
was dead and that the postmodern one was fully taking over.
Academically, this was neither a good or a bad thing; it simply
was. A new literary movement was starting with us, a new line
of thinking had begun.
In reality, postmodernism began in the late 1960s, so our professors were only sort of right. I and my classmates were born
in the 1970s, so by the time we entered college, the world was
a good thirty years in. Originally labeled “post-structuralism,”
postmodernism itself is what academics and artists call everything that came after sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll. Basically, the
1960s opened up a whole new line of thinking — not just in
the United States but all around the world. In the morning, our
Terena Bell is CEO of In Every Language, secretary for the board
of GALA and recently completed a two-year term on the national
leadership council for the Association of Language Companies.
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French professors would teach us how to pronounce mai 68
(referring to the May 1968 protests at the Sorbonne), and in
the afternoon our philosophy professors would teach us how
mai 68 had changed the world. The 1960s student and political
unrest permanently created an accepted rejection of authority.
If everyone’s ideas were valid, then no one person knew better
than anyone else. And as no one knew better than anyone else,
all truth became relative.
This is the gist of postmodernism at its core — that everything is personal and subjective — but you could say the same
thing about translation quality. There is no black and white,
there is no right or wrong when any two words may be equal.
Now that we find ourselves more fully fledged into a postmodern world with multiple generations — not just mine —
born and come to age under its reign, the ways in which this
postmodern thought affects our industry are myriad. Since the
day I started writing “Macro/Micro,” knowing this may be the
largest macroforce of all, I have wondered how to grapple with
a concept so huge in two or so pages. As I just mentioned, it
obviously affects quality and review. In a world where synonyms abound and all truths are relative, how do we find the
single translated truth that resonates with our client? And in
a world where all opinions are valid, how do we decide which
translator or reviewer’s opinion is the correct one? Another
big effect of postmodernism is human resources. Knowing
their opinions are just as valid as their superiors’ is a defining
character trait of Millennials — the group of people in their
mid to upper twenties formerly known as Generation Y. In
the Psychology Today article “Millennials Poised to Take Over
the Workplace,” Ray B. Williams wrote, “[O]lder Baby Boom
managers are frustrated with Gen Y, feeling they demand that
everyone change to accommodate them.” As a result, it’s not
unheard of for Millennials to engage in entitlement behaviors
that readily would have gotten my parents’ generation fired, or
that’s the claim against them, at least. This change, like quality,
profoundly plagues our industry as we look to hire Millennials
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Column
and is also a whole other article in and
of itself.
Postmodernism is engulfng. It is the
river that fows under everything we
currently think as a society. It is to the
early 2000s what Romanticism was to
the early 1800s. Honing down how it
affects us into two pages is the hardest
writing I’ve ever done. But today I saw a
Facebook conversation between GALA’s
Hans Fenstermacher and Rick Woyde
from Language Arts & Science LLC that
helped me fnally realize how postmodernism is going to affect our industry
the most.
“[W]ith the removal of barriers,”
Woyde wrote, “and the growth of multinationals combined with the fact that
translation quality is so subjective and, I
would add, personal, almost all translations are frst drafts anyway. We’ve
been thru [sic] the frst major phase of
disruption with the advent of multinational translation companies . . . but the
real disruption is just around the corner
and will challenge industry players like
never before.” It was Fenstermacher’s
response that got me thinking of my
college conversation with my friend:
“You may be on to something there.
It’s really an increasing blend (convergence?) of authoring and translation
into a kind of multilingual content
creation process. Where does ‘authoring’
end and ‘translation’ begin? Lines are
blurring.”
In a world where there are no truths —
one where all truth is relative and equal
— black and white goes away. The key to
postmodernism as an artistic movement
and philosophic phenomenon is that no
one is right and no one is wrong. We all
are right. We all are wrong. My college
friends may have thought postmodernism was horse manure — let’s face it,
some things simply are true (my name is
Terena), some things simply are false (my
name is not Terena), but like it or not, as
Fenstermacher said, “Lines are blurring.”
Postmodernism is about the wishy-wash,
it’s about the hippie-dippy, it’s about the
transcendental overfow in every man.
In that two-comment conversation, Fenstermacher and Woyde made me realize
that one day translation as we know it
will not exist.
Woyde was right. Even the best of
translations these days is generally a
frst draft. After the translator fnishes
— using a translation memory created,
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most likely, by someone else at least in
part — the project manager gets a hold
of it, followed by sales if the project’s
for a new client. Then comes in-country
review and/or end user review panels.
Then there’s the layout person or the
web designer and sometimes even the
company secretary who only took two
years of high school Spanish but still
wants to chime in on the “truth.” St.
Jerome himself could foat down with
a translation straight from heaven and
somebody, somewhere would still suggest changes. It never ends.
But that’s if we look at the process as
a linear supply chain. If we look at it in a
collaborative circle, there will be no individual authoring, for all will be authoring. We must push further away from a
linear model of author-translate-editproof-review in order to make the whole
process look far more like a rugby team,
where only by staying tightly in formation and by taking turns at the lead can
they together get the ball down the feld

to score. One day there will be no translated content, only content, regardless of
source language, with multilingual players moving and shaping it as one. One
day, we will be more than translators, we
will all be transcreators.
It’s even a little too hippie-dippy for
me. I’m very black and white by nature.
Remember, I was in the social circle that
considered being called postmodern an
insult. But like it or not, it’s the way the
winds of our industry are blowing. Living
in a world where the only truth is that
there is no truth, and where all contributors are equally valuable, this shift will
be as natural to future generations as
breathing. So even if I have to say it like
a mantra, I will position my company
for the changes that are coming: There
is no translation process, only content
creation. There are no translators or
project managers, only creators. This is
where our industry is taking us. Even if it
is, in the words of my friend David, “too
postmodern.” M
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Language Focus

Will interpretation
ever be localized?
Nataly Kelly

T

They were rare, but greatly appreciated. I’m
referring to those few translation projects that
came in and required a translator who could
adeptly translate between Ecuadorian Spanish
and American English. Usually, the documents
were published by the government of Ecuador,
and the client was typically a company from
North America that wanted to understand environmental regulations in order to do business
there. Of all the translation projects I used to
handle, the ones requiring Ecuadorian Spanish
were really minimal — probably less than half
a percent of my total project and word count
volumes.

But, oh, how I savored them. It was always a joy to translate
from the variety of Spanish I knew best into my native tongue.
It made me think that translators who work into languages with
very few regional variants probably can’t comprehend what it
feels like for a Spanish translator, who deals with so many different varieties of one language on a regular basis, to stumble
upon a project that is perfectly suited to just the right favor of
a language. Still, I was grateful to get locale-specifc work in
the rare instances in which such projects materialized.
However, as an interpreter, my chances of interpreting for
someone from Ecuador were even lower than my chances of
getting a translation project for Ecuadorian Spanish. I didn’t
live near any of the large Ecuadorian communities in the
United States, so I didn’t have the advantage of proximity to a
court or hospital that would require someone with knowledge
from Ecuador. When I interpreted via telephone, perhaps one in
every 100 calls or so was with someone from Ecuador. Whenever I was lucky enough to receive one, the communication
always seemed smoother, and the interpreting work seemed
much easier. “If only,” I wished to myself, “I could interpret for
Ecuadorians all day long.”
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Working in the United States, most of the content I was
translating was from Mexican Spanish, and most of the individuals for whom I interpreted spoke Mexican Spanish too. Yet
while a good percentage of interpreters and translators also
used Mexican Spanish, the proportion of language professionals who were more comfortable in other varieties of Spanish
was quite high. Many of the translators I worked with were
from Argentina, and a good number of interpreters were from
Puerto Rico or Cuba. As a result, we would frequently research
new terms and leverage each other’s knowledge in order to
become more familiar with every variant of Spanish, or at least
the most common ones.
A very frequent topic of discussion among us was regional
terminology. The word for drinking straw in one country could
mean milkshake in another, while another term for the same
innocent item could actually be a vulgar term in yet another
place. Staying up to speed on so many varieties of Spanish
was a constant challenge, especially when interpreting via telephone. An interpreter who lives in Miami is more likely to be
familiar with Cuban Spanish. Likewise, someone who lives in
New York has probably learned plenty of Puerto Rican Spanish. Living in Texas or California, you’ll become pretty familiar
with Mexican Spanish. But when your work is spread across the
entire United States, as it is when you’re a remote interpreter,
you get exposure to the full cornucopia of Spanish speakers. It’s
incredibly fun, but enormously challenging, too.

Remote work, bidirectionality and role definitions
There’s no doubt that localized interpreting would be benefcial. But is it even possible? Let’s look at some of the major
factors that make localization possible for written language.

Nataly Kelly is vice president of market
development at Smartling, a cloud-based
translation management company, and coauthor
of Found in Translation: How Language Shapes
Our Lives and Transforms the World.
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First, translation benefts from one
key element that interpreting lacks —
access to a globally distributed workforce. Because of the way translation
projects are sourced, if a translator with
a given locale-specifc knowledge is
desired, tapping into a large group of
freelancers, who might live anywhere in
the world, makes it possible to fnd such
a person. From within such a broad pool
of resources, it’s likely that a person can
fnd someone well-suited to the locales
required by the project. For spoken language interpreting, this kind of access
is rarely possible. The vast majority of
interpreting activity still takes place on
site and in person, with human beings
traveling across cities, regions and even
countries, in order to do their work.
Much of interpreting relies heavily on
transporting human beings around so
they can get to the right place at the
right time. Most interpreting work is not
done virtually via audio or video, but
rather in person.
That said, the industry has seen
some very interesting developments in
video and audio interpreting technology recently. For example, a company
called ZipDX now enables interpreters
to provide conference interpreting services in simultaneous mode, so that an
audience in one country can have access
to a remote interpreter who is based in
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a completely different location. This
means, for example, that if a head of
state is visiting a foreign country, and
her favorite interpreter happens to be
stuck at an airport due to travel delays,
she could still have that interpreter in her
ear, so long as the interpreter has a good
internet connection.
In an even more common use case —
and one with great future potential — this
kind of remote simultaneous interpreting technology enables companies to
broadcast a webinar and have attendees
listening from around the world in multiple languages, not limiting the audience
to one country or language. This kind
of technology could shake up the way
conference interpreting is provided, especially if supplemented by a camera that
enables an interpreter to see a live presenter’s slides and body language. While
remote interpreting would certainly solve
many of the barriers along the road to
obtaining “localized interpreting,” a
second major challenge is that the vast
majority of the interpreting work that
goes on in the world occurs in a bidirectional form. Thus, an interpreter needs
to master and produce source language
output not just in one locale, but in two.
Conference interpreting makes up only a
tiny percentage of the global interpreting
market. The rest is made up of community interpreting — the type that occurs

in courtrooms, hospitals and schools. For
those settings, interpreters must go into
and out of both languages. This is not
a problem for translation, since projects
usually go in only one direction.
For example, an interpreter who is fuent in Peruvian Spanish could be called
to interpret remotely for any court within
the United States, assuming that all of
the courts had access to high-quality
video connections. This would guarantee
that any individual who speaks Peruvian
Spanish would have access to an interpreter familiar with this particular variant of Spanish, which is advantageous to
ensure there are no misunderstandings,
and that communication is seamless
between the interpreter and the Peruvian
Spanish speakers.
However, an interpreter who is court
certifed will likely be more familiar with
the laws of a given state. So, if an interpreter were to interpret in state courts
for each and every state in the United
States, the interpreter would not be
highly specialized in any one state, but
rather, would have diluted knowledge
about many different states. This is no
trivial matter, because laws and even
defnitions of crimes can vary tremendously from one state to another. Even
the interpreter’s knowledge of a given
court or a given judge can help improve
the speed and quality of the delivery. In
effect, even if a remote interpreter could
be connected in order to assist a Spanish
speaker in his or her native variant of
Spanish, the interpreter would be trading
one type of local knowledge for another.
Both types of local knowledge could have
a bearing on the outcome, and arguably, the local legal knowledge might be
more important than the knowledge of a
Spanish variation.
A third barrier to the idea of localized
interpreting is the problem regarding
inconsistency of the interpreter’s role. In
most settings, the role of an interpreter
is much more complex than that of a
translator. If we accept that the ability
to access a large network of interpreters
who might live in different locations is
a must in order to distribute interpreting
resources in a way that would facilitate
localization, we run into a challenge that
technology cannot easily solve. The role
of an interpreter varies tremendously
from one place to another, not only in
terms of country, but in terms of setting
and even mode.
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An interpreter who escorts a head of
state might not only be converting words
back and forth, but advising on cultural
matters and even quirks of foreign leaders that the interpreter has observed under
previous administrations. An interpreter
who works for a professional athlete
might interpret in one fashion when serving as the voice of an athlete at a press
conference, but in another manner when
interpreting between the athlete and
coach.
In some places, a health care interpreter might advocate on behalf of the
patient, while in others, this is inappropriate. Interpreters have even been
known to help people fnd their way
to the pharmacy in a hospital or to the
appropriate ticket window at a police
station. Remotely, the local knowledge
of the interpreter, including the microknowledge of individual facilities, can
easily get lost, especially when roles
are not standardized in the interpreting
profession. Even from medical interpreting to court interpreting, which both fall
under the same umbrella of “community
interpreting,” there is signifcant variation on interpreter role defnitions.

Toward localized interpreting
While I’ve so far presented mostly
challenges to implementing systems
that would enable fully localized interpreting, I do believe that it’s possible
to improve upon the status quo. There
are many ways to address the barriers
described in this article.
One of the most important steps
toward making localized interpreting
a reality is to ensure better capturing
and management of data regarding
both the interpreter’s preferred “locales”
and local language variants, so that
resources can be routed appropriately.
By the same token, better tracking needs
to take place regarding the language
preferences and national origins of individuals for whom someone is interpreting. This is more diffcult than it might
seem. For example, in hospital settings,
it’s diffcult just to convince health care
systems to capture data about patients'
native or preferred language, let alone
the variant they speak. But it’s entirely
possible with enough client education or
institutional support.
Language service providers could
easily add data about the regional variant an interpreter is most familiar with,
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but very few do. In the future, it’s likely
that this will be a required feld for
most interpreter profles in interpreting
management systems, as more and more
organizations realize the importance of
having access to that information in
order to intelligently route assignments
to the most well-suited interpreters.
However, it isn’t just the human
resources that need to be pooled. Better access to centralized information
resources will also be critical in order
to overcome barriers regarding local
knowledge. For example, what if the
aforementioned Peruvian interpreter
could quickly come up to speed on major
differences between state law in two
places by watching a tutorial prior to
the assignment? Even if the interpreter
had to prepare for several hours, this
would likely still be more effcient and
less expensive than paying for travel
time from one location to another. Also,
this knowledge could be leveraged by
that interpreter again, and by any other
interpreters in similar situations in the
future.
Likewise, how many hospital interpreting coordinators explain the same
directions to interpreter after interpreter,
telling them how to get from the parking lot to the actual area of the hospital
where they are needed? This is a very
common scenario. Interpreters should

have this information available via SMS
message, in a mobile app or left for them
in a voice mail they can listen to while
walking to the appointment. Information of this type, which is so critical to
getting the interpreter to the right place
at the right time, simply isn’t collected
or distributed in any strategic and systematic way today. As an industry, we’re
still in “manual mode” for many, many
items like this that affect interpreting
services and could be easily automated.
One of the things that cannot and will
not be easily solved by technology
is the reality of the interpreter’s role,
which has many shades and hues that
change from one place to another. Still,
there are many lessons we can learn in
this regard from the work that already
exists regarding standards and ethics
for remote interpreting. Granted, we
may never be able to offer localized
interpreting in a way that is as easy or
consistent as we might like, and that
would truly enable interpreters to offer
the full beneft of their locale-specifc
knowledge. However, that doesn’t mean
we shouldn’t try. Every step we take
toward better matching interpreters with
locale-specifc knowledge to the situations and people they are best prepared
to interpret for is a step in the right
direction. The barriers, while numerous,
are not insurmountable. M
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Dubbing in Spanish . . .
great, but which Spanish?
Jacques Barreau

A

A few years ago, my friend Rubén Arvizu
wrote a book in Spanish called ¿De Quién es la
Voz que Escuchas? (Whose Voice Are You Listening To?). He had the idea of interviewing me and
published our discussion in his book. We were
talking about our passion for dubbing, our biggest challenges and the future of localization. I
had no idea that I would later write an entire
article about this very subject.

Spanish dubbing is a huge part of what we do at Warner
Bros., and the reason is very simple: we distribute our content in both Spain and Latin America. Knowing that we dub
for Spain and Latin America, you will already know that we
have more than 20 countries that speak the same language but
encompass completely different cultures.
As explained earlier in past articles, for me dubbing is the
adaptation of an original content to a culture, not only to a language. This article will cover a brief history of dubbing in Spain
and Latin America, and how we constantly solve this complicated
equation: dubbing in Spanish . . . great, but which Spanish?

Spain
Like its neighbors in France, Italy and Germany, local versions are created in Spain for most TV programs and flms. This
is in part due to an order from the dictator Francisco Franco
saying: “It is forbidden to project flms in any language that is
not Spanish.” His reason was obviously political but without
acknowledging it, he forced the Spanish to create dubs that
were really adapted to the Spanish culture instead of just translating American movies (and ideas) in Spanish. This kind of

Jacques Barreau is vice president of dubbing and
subtitling at Warner Bros. (WB). He travels all over
the world and is responsible for providing language
conversion services for all WB business units.
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censorship was obviously not a good thing, but the concept
of adaptation to the Spanish culture is nonetheless what we
promote for our movies. The language used by the dubbing
talent was obviously Castilian, as Franco wanted to keep Spain
as unilingual as possible to eradicate the other local languages
such as Basque or Catalan.
Well, after all these years, it is interesting to notice that it
is the reconciliation of the soccer players speaking Castilian
and Catalan that made it possible for Spain to become World
Champion in 2010. It is recognized by the sport experts that
despite the fact that Spain had two super European teams with
Real Madrid and FC Barcelona, the national Spanish team was
regularly losing against other countries. Everything changed
when the players from Madrid speaking Castilian and the players from Barcelona speaking Catalan forgot their diverging
political opinions and cultural differences to really become a
team. The choice of Castilian or Catalan was in this case not
only cultural but highly political.
In 1998, Warner Bros. released the widely dubbed Quest for
Camelot animated movie. As a family flm, we dubbed it in more
than 25 languages and Spain was obviously no exception. For
the role of the two-headed dragon, Devon and Cornwell, we hired
Juan Fernandez and Anton G. Moral, a well-known comical duo
in Spain. They had a great time rewriting jokes for the domestic
version, which is why they were hired in the frst place, so the
jokes were really specifc to Castilian culture. This movie was a
great success in Spain, but could not really be shown in other
Spanish-speaking countries due to this cultural localization.
Spain is one of our most important dubbing countries and
we started an accelerated process last year that allows Spanish
viewers to watch popular TV programs such as The Mentalist,
Person of Interest or Dallas in a Castilian version just a few days
after the US release. Spain is the “avant-garde” of our localized
territories right now and it’s only justice for such a historic dubbing country.
One of our biggest challenges in Spain is to cast high-pitched
voices impersonating young characters. I remember a trip to
Madrid when we launched the Powerpuff Girls for Cartoon Network. As we all know, practically everyone smokes in Europe and
in Spain maybe more than the other countries. As we also know,
smoke has an effect on the vocal cords and the result is that most
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The voice talents of Harry and Hermione (left) and background voices (right) for the Mexican dubbing of the third Harry Potter movie.

of the actresses have a much lower pitch
compared to the rest of the world. This can
be attractive for singers but makes it diffcult for dubbing actresses to get a youthful, small voice. Casting for the Powerpuff
Girls was a nightmare, as I couldn’t fnd
high-pitched voices without some sort of
gravel in the throat that made them sound
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older. I eventually found the right voice
talent, but we didn’t have this problem
in Mexico as it’s much easier to fnd this
kind of voice there.
Castilian localization doesn’t confict
anymore with the emergence of the other
most important local language, Catalan.
Being French, I was always pleased when

in Barcelona I could understand (or should
I say could guess) much more Catalan than
Castilian. Many Catalan words are common with the French language and the
accent makes it easier to follow. This is due
to the fact that historically, Catalan and
Occitan (spoken in the south of France)
were quite close due to cultural exchanges.
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We started dubbing flms in
Catalan (in addition to Castilian) a
few years ago and it has been well
received by the public. This has
always been an interesting creative
challenge for us as Catalan is often
shorter than other Latin languages.
As a rule of thumb, a literally translated text is approximately 20%
longer in Latin languages (French,
Italian and Spanish) than in English. It’s not the case in Catalan as
words are often shorter. Tiempo in
Castilian or tempo in Italian will
translate to temps in Catalan. This
missing syllable is going to have
an infuence on the lip sync that is
so critical in dubbing. Even if very close
to the Castilian, the adaptation has to be
rethought in Catalan to match the lip sync
of the movie. Our translators often have
to completely change their adaptation to
ft the actor’s lip motion.

Latin America
After this small European tour of
Spanish languages, we must visit a much
bigger territory: North, Central and
South America with 20 countries speaking Spanish — the vast majority of Latin
American countries. These countries
speak a Spanish language that is not
Castilian, and is certainly not Catalan,
but is defned today as Latin American
Spanish, which can also vary between
Mexico, Colombia, Argentina and so on.
When we dub our movies in Latin
America, most of the time we use what we
call neutral Spanish to avoid strong localized expressions or vocabulary specifc to
one country or another. In Latin America,
there is a big difference between flms and
TV programs. Only a handful of movies
are dubbed and the rest are subtitled. TV
programs are almost completely dubbed in
neutral Spanish, as Warner Bros. distributes programming to 55 TV stations in 20
countries. This includes live action shows
and animation programs. Following the
same logic, the flms dubbed are the ones
that appeal to a younger audience as it’s
obvious that the kids cannot, or have a
hard time, reading subtitles. The frst dubbing country in Latin America (historically
and by order of importance) is Mexico.
They started very early (in the 1940s) and
did a good job creatively, especially in
animation dubbing. The dubbing industry
is well developed there, with an actors’
union, several dubbing studios and a good
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On the Spanish dubbing set of Quest for Camelot.

pool of actors, which makes the broadcasting of dubbed programs seamless in other
Latin American countries.
We can see for the last ten years an
emergence of dubbing studios in Venezuela, Argentina and Chile. These countries
can also do a great job dubbing TV or flms
but the issue is always the same: the pool
of dubbing actors. As mentioned in my
October/November 2012 article in MultiLingual, “Language dubbing for emerging
markets,” you need a lot of good actors
to dub a large volume of programming,
and the training can take several years.
The language could also be an issue, as
these countries are not so used to speaking
neutral Spanish and can have problems of
acceptance in the other audiences.
Argentina is an interesting case, as
Argentineans have a noticeable accent
but also use some local expressions. On
rare occasions, several Hollywood studios
tried to create specifc Argentinean flm
versions.
In Spain, we can localize to the Spanish
culture, but in Latin America, we need to
localize to 20 cultures. At this point, using
neutral Spanish is certainly the frst step,
but it’s not enough. In 2008, my colleagues
from the Warner Bros. theatrical marketing
group decided to create a special Mexican
version of Get Smart. The reason was that
in the 1960s, Maxwell Smart, the secret
agent, was dubbed in Mexico by Jorge
Arvizu, a famous dubbing actor in the
series called El Super Agente 86. We called
the two brothers (Ruben for the dialogue
adaptation and Jorge for the voice) to
recreate the Maxwell Smart character.
They had a lot of fun with translating
and dubbing this flm and recreated a lot
of jokes used in the TV series more than
40 years ago. The movie had an incredible

opening in Mexico, which was normal as Jorge is Mexican, but also
had a big success in Argentina and
the other Latin American countries.
The reason is that the translation
and the jokes were obviously Mexican but done in such a way that the
other countries could also appreciate them.
This shows that even if all the
countries in Latin America don’t
have the same culture, the same
sense of humor, or even the same
historical relationship with the
American TV or flms, we can
always do a translation with some
humor that can be appreciated by
everyone. If you make a joke about the
president of Mexico, the Mexicans will
laugh but the Venezuelans or the Argentineans will probably not get it or not fnd
it so amusing, the result being that the
translators have to be very careful with the
use of it in their jokes. Nevertheless, for the
other genres, such as action or historical
movies, a neutral translation is much easier
to create as the subject doesn’t have to be
specifcally localized for each country.

The cartoon culture in
Spain and Latin America
Cartoons, and especially Looney
Tunes, have always been considered the
crown jewel of Warner Bros. Rightly so,
since these cartoons (approximately 700)
have been localized in a lot of countries
and their success is worldwide. This is
perhaps an exception to the rule of localizing to a culture.
It is pretty well known that the Mexican audience and surrounding neighbors
love cartoons. Latin Spanish actors are
excellent with the voice characterization
and the animated product seems to ft
them like a glove. Their sense of humor
goes along well with the exaggeration
and over-acting needed to recreate these
crazy characters. It was so well done, in
fact, that a lot of Mexican-dubbed Looney
Tunes made it to Spanish TV. Of course,
the voice characterization is so pushed to
the extreme that it is diffcult to detect an
accent when an actor dubs Bugs Bunny
or Daffy Duck. Their voice placement
makes the dubbing almost universal. Of
course, one of the most famous characters, Speedy Gonzales, is Mexican, and
his famous “¡Ándale! ¡Ándale! ¡Arriba!
¡Arriba!” is probably more entertaining
for Mexicans than it is for the Spanish.
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Looney Tunes were also dubbed in
Castilian and for a little while the two versions cohabitated on Spanish TV. By the
same token and for the same reason, some
old Latin Spanish Hanna-Barbera cartoons dubbed in Mexico years ago are still
broadcast on Spanish cable and according
to my colleagues there, the kids love them.

Influence of Spanish
language on US TV
For a few years, we have seen an emergence of Spanish expressions, Spanish
accents or Latin American culture on US
TV shows. Handy Manny is a kids’ show
about the adventures of a handyman who
can speak Spanish. He speaks mainly
English in his US town, but from time to
time uses short and easy-to-understand
Spanish expressions. This teaches American kids a few Spanish sentences and
familiarizes them with the Latin American
culture. Another example is The George
Lopez Show, the same concept but in live
action where George speaks English with
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a Mexican accent and doesn’t hesitate
to use some Spanish sentences. One can
argue that California was Mexican 100
years ago and the Mexican culture is
more present there (California, Texas, Arizona, New Mexico) than in any other part
of the country, but the East Coast is also
exposed to the Spanish language from
the Caribbean culture. Miami has become
the Spanish hub in terms of language and
culture for the eastern side of the United
States. These cultural exchanges can also
explain why it’s much easier for us to fnd
young actresses who understand a valley
girl attitude (typical Los Angeles teenager
attitude that Cartoon Network uses a lot
in its cartoons) in Mexico than anywhere
else. The actors and actresses are exposed
to American TV and get the right attitude
much quicker than the rest of the world.

Future of dubbing in
Spain and Latin America
The situation in each territory is a
bit different. Spain is already dubbing

almost everything coming from the
United States, so it will continue this way.
Catalan dubbing will continue to grow,
as the Catalan government wants to help
the local dubbing industry and retain
the language. The economic situation in
Spain will be determinant as everyone
knows that a dubbed version is much
more expensive than a subtitled version.
Latin America dubbed more movies
last year than the previous year and this
year will be no different. The number
of dubbed flms will continue to grow,
as the majors want to target the largest
audience possible. We may see some
movies dubbed for specifc Latin American countries but this will probably
remain rare.
As for us at Warner Bros., we’ll continue
to try to be as neutral and accurate as possible to make our product compatible in all
Latin American countries. Maybe dubbing
will even help the cultural and political
future of this huge part of the American
continent. Only time will tell. M
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Spanish translation
industry in the US
Afaf Steiert & Yasin Steiert

W

With an ever-growing Hispanic population in
the United States we see an insatiable demand to
breach the language barriers between US businesses and the new immigrant consumer base that
has emerged. After suffering a major economic
setback during the recession of recent years, we
have seen the United States begin to mend itself
and return to a steady economic growth. Likewise, the supply of jobs has been ameliorating.

likely to buy a product if it is advertised in Spanish, according
to the second-quarter 2012 Nielsen report “State of the Hispanic
Consumer: The Hispanic Market Imperative." Furthermore, the US
Department of Commerce estimated that Hispanic-owned businesses grew by 55% from 2002 to 2007, at a time when the entire
US economy only grew at about 10%. The factors regarding the
growing importance of the Spanish language within America are
endless. That is exactly why we can expect to see a correlation
between the burgeoning Hispanic population and the booming of
translation services within the sector. In fact, American corporations are already advertising in Spanish to US Hispanics because
it has been shown to increase Hispanic consumption.
Accordingly, it can be deduced that the United States will once
The Hispanic market’s size, growing infuence and buying
again have a high intake of immigrants to serve within the repower, projected to expand from $1 trillion in 2010 to an estimated
emerging job market. Even if this is not the case, there are large
$1.5 trillion by 2015, require thoughtful understanding about what
groups of already established immigrants within the United States
the market represents to a company. That buying power alone
who, to a greater or lesser extent, often continue to pass on their
would make the Hispanic market within the United States one of
cultural heritage and language to their children (Figure 1). The
the top world economies (see sidebar on page 37). That is why
group of immigrants growing at the fastest pace, and with the
money is being spent researching how this market can be tapped.
most economic and political infuence, are Hispanics. The Hispanic
The aforementioned Nielsen report indicates that 56% of Hispanpopulation has ballooned in the United States, with estimates made
ics speak Spanish within their households as a primary language,
by the Census Bureau in 2012 that it has reached close to 52 milcompared to 40% who speak primarily English. This data clearly
lion. Consequently, the usage of the Spanish language within the
outlines the strategic importance for advertising with Spanish.
United States has also increased collectively. For example, in some
Hispanic consumers are 30% more likely to recall an ad if it was
cities and neighborhoods throughout the United States, it’s hard to
presented in Spanish, which confrms the need for the market to
distinguish if English is really the primary language of the region.
adapt to the new consumer. Much like the evolutionary idea of the
This blossoming of the Spanish language within the United
survival of the fttest, companies must adapt quickly in order to
States has resulted in a massive translation market sector in which
remain viable over prolonged periods of time. Spanish translation
competition is being waged between companies in order to secure
of products, manuals, advertisements and media is the primary
a position in the marketplace. Just to illustrate the fnancial clout
way for companies to successfully facilitate this growth.
of the Hispanic consumer market, take into account that more
One area in the Hispanic market that has proven to be advantathan one out of every ten businesses are Hispanic, according
geous for translation providers is the advertisement sector. Accordto the most recent IRS report. Fully 71% of Hispanics are more
ing to the second-quarter 2012 Nielsen report, companies spent a
total of $5.7 billion on Spanish media
advertisements in 2011. Many large corAfaf Steiert (left) is president and cofounder of Afaf Translations.
porations such as McDonald's, the fourth
She works as a conference Arabic interpreter, voiceover and
largest Spanish language advertiser in
translator and obtained a masters in molecular biology from the
the United States, are learning to adjust
University of Basel, Switzerland. Yasin Steiert (right) has been an
to the new ethnic trend within the United
intern at Afaf Translations since 2009 and is studying internaStates (Figure 2). This in turn effectively
tional relations at San Francisco State University.
contributes to translation companies
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Figure 1: The San Jose, California, Mi Pueblo supermarket (left) and a supermarket in El Dorado, Mexico (right)
are essentially indistinguishable, indicating the growing Hispanic infuence in America.

growing their English into Spanish services.
This can be seen geographically as well. In
areas in which there are higher populations
of Hispanic immigrants, there are increased
numbers of translation agencies benefting
from the increased demand in services.

Accurate and culturally
sensitive Spanish
It may be interesting for the non-Spanish speaker to know that Spanish exists in
different varieties, which sometimes makes
it just a bit more challenging to address all

Hispanics since, frstly, the Hispanic community is not monolithic. Hispanics come
to the United States from all corners of the
Americas, and there are cultural and language differences that need to be addressed,
especially when crafting the message, be it
an advertisement or a news release. While
we are not suggesting communicators write
many versions of the same release to ft all
the various communities, we are saying
that the message should be general enough
that Hispanic media and their audiences
can equally relate to the message. Second,

simply translating news and reports into
Spanish without understanding cultural
context can cause misunderstanding. If
one wants to avoid embarrassment (and
embarrassment translates to embarazo,
which can also mean pregnancy in Spanish) someone who is fuent and culturally
adept should go over the text. For example,
it is crucial to be on the lookout for overly
literal translations, which could change the
tone and message. Spanish is a language
that, in itself, is culturally rich and anyone
doing translations needs to completely
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TRANSLATION AT THE
Figure 2: One of many Spanish McDonald's
ads presented within the United States.
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understand the interaction between words
and culture to ensure the message is wellreceived and understood.
This, of course, puts great emphasis on
the notion that cultural blunders can result
from trusting an automated program to
accurately and sensitively translate news
or messages of any kind from English into
Spanish, even if the automated program is
otherwise quite perfect. It is important to
make sure the translator — or post-editor
in a machine translation environment —
is a native speaker. Again, it has to be
remembered that Spanish does not come
in one favor. Words used in one country
might mean something very different in
another. The best approach is to use generally accepted and grammatically correct
Spanish, often labeled neutral Spanish, for
any text used for the diverse mix of US
Hispanics.
Hispanics are becoming the leading
drivers of growth and are economic trendsetters in the sense that their consumer
actions have begun to dominate the US
economy. Marketers are already researching new ways for companies to communicate to the new consumer. Besides
this, future forecasts of consumption do
indicate growth, but the Hispanic share
is signifcantly greater than that of nonHispanics. Furthermore, the sustainability
of the Hispanic culture will have a lasting
infuence on the melting pot known as
American culture. As the nation begins to
reach increased ethnic plurality with every
passing day, understanding the distinctive
patterns of demographics, culture and
consumption can lead the way to a sizeable
and growing impact on total market share.
The United States has a new face, and as
various businesses learn to adapt and conform, the translation industry will be in a
position to beneft from the gains of a truly
globalized America. M
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Companies ignore one of top ten largest economies in world
Test
searches
for
companies

"[Company name]
en espanol" with
language set to
English

"[Company name]
en espanol" with
language set to
Spanish

"[Company name]
en espanol" with
language set to
Spanish and region
set to US

In language
search for [company name] with
language set to
Spanish

Spanish language
site for Latin
America

Spanish language
site for Latin
America

Spanish language
site for Latin
America

Spanish language Spanish language
Wikipedia entry for Wikipedia entry for
Apple
Apple

Spanish language
appliances site for
US

Spanish language
appliances site for
Latin America

Spanish language
appliances site for
Latin America

Spanish language
version of GE's
corporate site

"Visit Your Country"
site in English, with
"Mexico/Spanish"
listed under "North
America"

"Visit Your Country" Spanish language Spanish language
site in English, with Wikipedia entry for site for Spain
"Mexico/Spanish" Samsung
listed under "North
America"

Spanish language
support page for
the US with a link
to country sites in
English

Spanish language
support page for
the US with a link
to country sites in
English

Spanish language
support page for
the US with a link
to country sites in
English

Spanish language Spanish language
Wikipedia entry for Wikipedia entry for
Sony
Sony

Spanish language
version of Ford's
corporate site

Spanish language
version of Ford's
corporate site

Spanish language
version of Ford's
corporate site

Spanish language
version of Ford's
corporate site

Spanish language
site for Spain

English language
Spanish language
job application
Wikipedia entry for
(only general infor- McDonald's
mation in Spanish)

The US Hispanic market continues to hold its position as one of the
top ten largest economies in the world. The University of Georgia’s Selig
Center estimates that Hispanic purchasing power was $1.2 trillion in
2012, and expects it to rise to $1.5 trillion by 2015. According to trade
organization AHAA: The Voice of Hispanic Marketing, one in six Americans
is now Hispanic. What makes this audience somewhat unique is that
typical profles include both Spanish-dominant and English-dominant
buyers. In some verticals, such as high-tech consumer electronics
and food and beverage, Spanish-speaking Hispanics spend more per
transaction on products than their English-speaking counterparts.
Our research shows that Spanish on its own may not be enough
to reach this community effectively. Bilingual content caters to
both profles and improves search engine optimization. US Latinos
also differ from the general online population in several other areas
besides language preference. Their rate of mobile use is far higher
and they are more receptive to display and search ads. They are more
apt to engage in online conversations with advertisers, as well as
post a higher number of comments and share more content.
Do large companies in the high-tech consumer electronics and
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In language search
for [company name]
with language set
to Spanish and
region set to US

Spanish language
version of GE's
Latin America
Spanish language
Wikipedia entry for
Samsung

Spanish language
version of Ford's
corporate site

Link to store locator Spanish language
in the local area
Wikipedia entry for
where the search
McDonald's
was performed

food and beverage sectors now pay more attention to Hispanic
demographics and preferences? To fnd out, Common Sense Advisory
conducted test searches in Google for the companies listed in the
table above. What stands out is that the majority of these companies
still send US Latino visitors to sites in Latin America or Spain, even
though their purchasing power is much greater than the markets
targeted by those websites. Worse yet, most in-language searches
send the visitor to Wikipedia.
In fairness to the companies listed, some now provide mobile sites
designed specifcally for the US Hispanic market. Why? Because US
Hispanics are more likely than the general population to purchase
high-tech consumer electronics. They also spend a higher proportion
of their income on groceries and restaurants. Nonetheless, these
searches indicate that even large companies with millions of dollars
and euros to spend on their websites still have a lot to learn when it
comes to engaging one of the largest economies in the world. This
means a world of opportunity for language service providers that
understand how to reach the US Hispanic market.
— Rebecca Ray, Common Sense Advisory
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Improving Spanish MT output
with pre-editing guidelines
Martín Ariano Gahn & Celia Rico Pérez

A

Although machine translation (MT) is still
viewed unfavorably by large swathes of professional translators worldwide, many companies
have come to realize that the use of such a software is the only viable solution for translating
extremely large projects that need to be completed
within a tight timeframe. Likewise, an improvement in the output quality, both for rule-based
(RBMT) and statistical (SMT) engines, has been
possible as a result of the continuing development in natural language processing technology.

guidelines was put to test by comparing the MT output for both
the pre-edited and unedited versions and measuring the output
quality in terms of post-editing effort.
For the purposes of this article, we will focus on presenting
and briefy explaining these guidelines, some of which are considered to be applicable to several languages while others apply
exclusively to Spanish, in the hope that translation agencies
using MT to translate Spanish content into English can improve
the input quality and therefore make MT use more proftable and
less frustrating and troublesome for post-editors.

Pre-editing rules

Rule 1: avoid long sentences. This is hailed as the cornerstone pre-editing rule, which according to Sharon O’Brien
in “Controlled English: An Analysis of Several Controlled
As much as this holds true for the current state of MT,
Language Rule Sets" is the only rule shared by virtually all
the fact remains that human intervention is mandatory if the
controlled languages developed for English. Logically enough,
translation is to be of publishable quality, or in other words, if
longer sentences tend to contain more ambiguities and syntacit’s supposed to be a text that conveys the exact meaning as
tical complexities, whereas shorter sentences tend to be more
the original and that is free of any syntactical, grammatical or
easily parsed by the MT system. Even though there is no recomlexical mistakes. To that end, pre-editing and post-editing have
mended set limit of words per sentence, we should always strive
become the methods of choice to improve the output quality of
for simplicity and brevity. Long sentences can be shortened by
MT software.
repeating subjects or using adverbs or other connecting devices
This article focuses on the development and application of
instead of using conjunctions.
pre-editing guidelines to be used in an RBMT environment
Rule 2: use language logically, literally and precisely.
working from Spanish into English. The proposed 19 pre-editing
Admittedly, this is an extremely general rule. How do we go
guidelines are based on a practical experiment where English
about using language in a logical, literal and precise way? As a
controlled authoring rules have been adapted in order to prerule of thumb, we should make a conscious effort to adhere to
edit the Spanish source text that was then translated with Lucy
the literal meaning of words, mainly as defned by dictionarSoftware’s free MT engine. The relative effectiveness of those
ies, as well as to the logical construction of phrases. Let us
illustrate this point with an example: Este
informe compara los salarios de diferentes
Martín Ariano Gahn is a freelance English into Spanish
departamentos cuyos empleados tienen
translator. His MA specialized in machine translation,
el mismo nivel educativo. This sentence,
post-editing and pre-editing.
although grammatically and syntactically
Celia Rico Pérez is a senior lecturer at the Universidad Europea
correct, is illogical because it is not the
de Madrid. She has led several projects analyzing technology
departamentos that earn a salary, but
in translation, with a strong emphasis on MT and post-editing.
rather the employees working in those
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All mentioned brands, trademarks, and registered trademarks are property of their legitimate owners and are used for description only.

departments. Therefore, a more logical,
literal and precise way to write this sentence would be Este informe compara los
salarios de los empleados que trabajan
en diferentes departamentos pero que
tienen el mismo nivel educativo.
Rule 3: avoid idioms, fgurative language and cultural references. The use of
idioms, fgurative language and cultural
references is one of the best-known negative translatability indicators and poses a
particular diffculty for MT systems, not
only because of the mismatch between
languages concerning the use of idioms
and other multiword units such as collocations, but also because of the cultural
aspect. Likewise, idioms can usually be
interpreted in either a literal or a fgurative way (think of the case kick the bucket/
estirar la pata).
Given that RBMT engines mostly
offer a word-for-word rendition, any
culturally-oriented or creative use of the
language will get lost in translation with
MT and will elicit some laughter from the

post-editor who will be amused by the
absurdity of the output. Thus, instead of
using phrases like Mi madre solía decir
que el que mucho abarca, poco aprieta or
La Roja volverá a ganar, try to strip those
expressions to the very basics by removing the cultural contents and converting
them into more straightforward and
pared-down sentences (such as Mi madre
solía decir que uno no debe hacer muchas
cosas a la vez and La selección española
volverá a ganar).
Rule 4: don’t omit words. Context,
pragmatic knowledge (knowing what
expressions mean in particular situations)
and real-world knowledge (also termed
common-sense knowledge) allow a writer
to omit words which could be obvious to
a human reader. However, it goes without
saying that an MT system lacks this kind
of knowledge and is unable to understand
a text beyond the actual words appearing
in a sentence. For example, in a phrase
such as El conjunto de objetos transportados por el viajero durante su viaje, bien

sean de mano o facturados poses no interpretation issues for a human being; however, the MT system will not understand
that de mano and facturados refer to objetos, which in this particular case means
the traveler’s luggage. To avoid possible
misinterpretations, inserting the missing
noun and saying El conjunto de objetos
transportados por el viajero durante su
viaje, bien sea equipaje de mano o equipaje facturado is recommended.
Rule 5: use a verb-centered style. In
The Global English Style Guide John Kohl
recommends using verbs to convey the
most signifcant actions and thus avoid
unnecessary verb-noun collocations.
Instead of writing Sirve también para
hacer llamadas y enviar SMS, avoid the
more complex hacer llamadas construction and replace it with the verb llamar.
The meaning remains unaltered and the
phrase is less complicated.
Rule 6: don’t use non-pronominal
verbs as pronominal verbs, or vice versa.
Depending on the type of Spanish, there is
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some variation in the usage of pronominal
verb forms versus non-pronominal verb
forms. Some usages are typically dialectical and deviate from the academic norm.
It is always best to check an authoritative source, such as the Diccionario de la
Real Academia Española (DRAE) in order
to make sure we are conforming to the
standard usage. This is important because
a dialectical usage will most likely not
be recognized by the MT system. For
instance, if we say Me regresé a casa or
Estoy recuperando de una lesión muscular, the online version of Lucy Software
translates these sentences as I went myself
back and I am recovering of a muscular
injury, whereas if we abide by the standard usage, that is, Regresé a casa and Me
estoy recuperando de una lesión muscular, we get I went back home and I am
recovering from a muscular injury.
Rule 7: simplify verbal periphrases.
The Spanish language has a wealth of
verb periphrases, which express nuances
that cannot be conveyed by either the
simple or the compound verb forms. Texts
that are meant to be processed through an
MT system should use verbal periphrases
sparingly because not all languages have
equivalent verb forms. Therefore, it is
recommended that periphrastic forms be
replaced by simple forms. For instance,
instead of saying La Carta de Servicios de
la Agencia Tributaria que ahora se actualiza viene a mantener y profundizar las
líneas de actuación puestas en marcha
desde su creación, try using simple verb
forms, such as La Carta de Servicios de
la Agencia Tributaria que ahora se actualiza mantiene y profundiza las líneas de
actuación puestas en marcha desde su
creación.

Spanish Variety

Input
Aparqué el coche.

I parked the car.

Central America

Aparqué el carro.

I parked the cart.

River Plate

Estacioné el auto.

I parked the writ.

Spain

Si quieres comprar una
falda, ve por esta acera y
después de tres manzanas,
entra en una tienda con
escaparates muy grandes.

If you want to buy a skirt,
it|he|she sees through this
sidewalk and after three
apples|blocks, it|she enters
a store with very big shop
windows.

River Plate

Si querés comprar una
pollera, tomá esta vereda
y después de tres cuadras
entrá en un negocio con
vidrieras regrandes.

If querés to buy a pollera,
tomá this lane and entrá
after three stables in a
business with regrandes
stained-glass windows.

Table 1: Some Spanish lexical varieties and their corresponding MT output.

Rule 8: consider using similar
structures for coordinated clauses. It is
always best to use the same structure and
order the elements of the sentence in the
same way when clauses are coordinated.
This will result in a clearer text. For
example, replace the infnitive (retirar) in
El horno deberá limpiarse con regularidad y retirar cualquier resto de comida
with an impersonal structure similar to
the one at the beginning of the sentence,
such as El horno deberá limpiarse con
regularidad y deberá retirarse cualquier
resto de comida.
Rule 9: make sure gender and number agreement is correct for all parts of
speech. This common-sense rule needs
no further explanation. Controlled languages follow the quality at the source
principle, which means that all potential
errors contained in the original text will
be replicated in the translation, or will
somehow affect or impede understanding
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Spain

in the target language. The best practice
is always to check the original for correct
agreement of all parts of speech.
Rule 10: make sure your pronouns
have a clear antecedent. Anaphora
resolution is one of the most common
pitfalls of MT. Most MT systems don’t
satisfactorily deal with anaphoric reference and, when they do, it is only at the
sentence level. Anaphora resolution is a
much studied and still unsolved problem
in MT research. Until an answer is found,
just try to avoid anaphoric expressions
or, if needed, explicitly mention all antecedents without any ambiguity.
Rule 11: make the subject explicit
without overdoing it. This rule deals
with a naturally occurring and frequent
omission in Spanish, that is, the subjective case of personal pronouns (Yo, tú, él/
ella, nosotros and so forth). Unlike English or French, the Spanish language does
not need a subject for the sentence to be
grammatically correct, since that information is expressed by the infected verb.
A particular problem arises for MT when
we are translating from a language that
does not require a subject into a language
that does require it, such as the Spanish
into English combination. Studies have
shown that SMT engines have less diffculty in inserting the missing subject
pronouns than RBMT engines. That
notwithstanding, the more pronouns that
appear in the text, the less ambiguous the
text will be, and the MT system will not
have to guess what the correct pronoun
is. For instance, how is the machine to
know what the correct subject is in a
sentence like Menos mal que sabía que
venía? As Spanish-speaking people
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know, these verbs (sabía and venía) could
correspond to several subjects (yo, usted,
él/ella) and the machine has no way of
knowing what the real subject is in that
particular context. A caveat is in order
regarding this rule, though. We cannot
add a subject pronoun for each verb
because it would sound awkward. Let’s
take imperative sentences, for instance.
We could say Tú ven aquí or Usted venga
aquí, but only if we want those sentences
to be emphatic. Otherwise, it wouldn’t
make sense to include the subjective
pronouns.
Rule 12: avoid placing the subject
after the verb. Spanish has traditionally
been considered an SVO language, meaning that the most common order of the
elements in a sentence is subject + verb +
object. However, there is some fexibility
as far as word order goes, unlike English,
which has a more or less fxed word order.
We have seen that when we place the
subject after the verb, which is possible in
Spanish, the MT engine sometimes fnds
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it diffcult to recognize a postponed noun
as the subject of a sentence, which is why
it ends up inserting a pronoun in order to
make the English sentence grammatically
correct. Therefore, instead of writing, El
domingo continuará la inestabilidad y no
se descartan algunos chaparrones, write
El domingo la inestabilidad continuará
y no se descartan algunos chaparrones.
Considerations similar to those in Rule 11
apply, since this strategy cannot be used
in all cases. For instance, in a phrase like
Es la señal que recibe el dispositivo que
estás utilizando para comunicarte, we
cannot place the verb recibe at the end
of the sentence, because it would be
awkward to have a verb after such a long
subject. However, we could have recourse
to other methods, such as using a participle: Es la señal recibida por el dispositivo
que estás utilizando para comunicarte.
Rule 13: always end a sentence with
a period and consider using a comma
to separate prepositional phrases from
the rest of the sentence. Generally

speaking, punctuation rules must be
strictly complied with in all texts that are
to be processed through an MT engine.
An accidentally misplaced punctuation
mark can change the meaning of a whole
sentence as well as the parsing done
by the MT engine. On one hand, a full
stop is always required as the only endof-sentence marker. Likewise, it is best
to separate adverbial clauses from the
rest of the sentence by using a comma,
as in the following sentence: Cuando se
produzcan estas interferencias, se pueden
eliminar o reducir siguiendo las siguientes indicaciones.
Rule 14: avoid excessive use of prepositional phrases beginning with de.
In Spanish, nouns are not clustered
together. The main word comes frst and
the modifers are linked to it with prepositional phrases. The preferred preposition
is de, which is particularly polysemic (in
fact, the DRAE lists 27 different meanings
and uses). When there are more than three
prepositional phrases together it is diffcult
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Figure 1: Acronyms translated with the online version of Lucy Software.

to understand which prepositional phrase
modifes which. Therefore, it is best to use
other structures, such as other prepositions or relative clauses, to disambiguate.
For instance, a sentence like El sistema
establecido de seguimiento y control del
cumplimiento del Plan de Objetivos asegura la calidad de los servicios y procedimientos de la Agencia Tributaria could
be changed into El sistema establecido
para seguir y controlar el cumplimiento
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del Plan de Objetivos asegura la calidad
de los servicios y procedimientos que la
Agencia Tributaria ofrece.
Rule 15: avoid using impersonal
structures, such as the hay que + infnitive structure and the impersonal se
particle. Impersonal structures tend to
cause problems for MT software, mainly
because there is no subject that the system
can interpret as a subject of the sentence.
There are several impersonal construc-

tions in Spanish but the RBMT system
we worked with had diffculty translating
the hay que + infnitive structure and the
impersonal se construction. In the frst
case, Lucy Software would present us with
several alternatives for the third personal
subject (it/he/she) or drop a subject altogether, which is not grammatically correct
in English. We recommend replacing this
construction with a personal construction,
such as in the following example:
Unedited input: Ya no hay que ir a
grandes restaurantes minimalistas porque
las tapas presentadas a concurso te sorprenderán por su calidad y buen precio.
Pre-edited input: Ya no tienes que ir a
grandes restaurantes minimalistas porque
las tapas presentadas a concurso te sorprenderán por su calidad y buen precio.
The impersonal se construction is also
problematic for MT. Seemingly, Lucy
Software has no diffculty in translating
an impersonal se construction as long as
there is a noun that could be decoded as
subject of the verb, such as in the sentence Se instalarán progresivamente en
las ofcinas de la Agencia Tributaria sistemas automáticos de gestión de tiempos de
espera, where sistemas automáticos de
gestión de espera is interpreted as the subject of the impersonal verb se instalarán.
Rather, it is those sentences where there is
no passive subject that cause problems for
MT. We recommend inserting a subject in
such cases like in the following examples:
Unedited input: Se estudiaba menos
antes.
Pre-edited input: La gente estudiaba
menos antes.
Unedited input: Se vivirá mejor en el
futuro.
Pre-edited input: Viviremos mejor en
el futuro.
Rule 16: eliminate colloquialisms.
Colloquialisms and slang expressions
change very quickly and are not always
included in dictionaries; therefore, MT
systems are unlikely to recognize this sort
of language. Likewise, informal usages,
such as diminutive and augmentative
suffxes, which add an emotional layer
to communication, should be avoided
since the MT engine generally does not
recognize them. In accordance with this
rule, then, instead of saying Ha hecho
un mogollón de trabajo or Ha hecho un
montonazo de trabajo, it is best to say Ha
hecho un montón de trabajo.
Rule 17: use standard spelling.
Although Spanish spelling is very much
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unifed across its varieties, it is always
best to check an authoritative source if in
doubt about the spelling of a word. Misspelled words will not be recognized by
the MT system, so make sure to run the
spellchecker on the text before processing
it for translation. Take into account that
any minor variations, such as the use of a
dash, may affect the way the MT software
interprets a word. For instance, if we write
socio-lingüística, Lucy Software incorrectly translates is as “member|partnerlinguistics,” but if we write the word
without a dash, then the software presents
us with the correct translation.
Rule 18: eliminate localisms. According to a report published by the Instituto
Cervantes in 2010, Spanish is spoken by
more than 450 million people worldwide. It is spoken on the fve continents
and is the offcial language of 19 Latin
American countries, Spain and Equatorial Guinea. Also, it is the second most
common language in the United States.
This geographical diversity gives rise to
wide dialectal differences on the lexical,
syntactical, morphological and phonological levels as can be seen in Table 1.

An international audience calls for
standard usage of the language. Researchers agree that differences among all
Spanish varieties diminish greatly in a
formal register of the language, which is
the language as used by the media and
academia. Scholars also agree that the
most differences among all Spanish varieties are found in the lexical component.
In order to address this hurdle to global
communication, the concept of neutral
Spanish, that is, a Spanish form that is
understood by Spanish speakers from
all over the world, has been developed.
Although writing in this so-called neutral
Spanish is easier said than done, it has
been extensively used in the localization
and audio-visual translation industries
with an acceptable measure of success and
it stands to reason that the same principles
apply to controlled authoring for MT.
Rule 19: eliminate acronyms and
abbreviations. Unless they are very wellknown, acronyms will most likely be an
unknown term for any MT system. Refer
to Figure 1, where we can see that some
widely used and well-known acronyms
have been correctly translated into Eng-
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lish. However, the acronym ONG, which
should be translated as NGO, has been
left in Spanish (shown in red).

Final comments
It has been demonstrated through
business-oriented experiments that MT
output quality improves, and consequently
the post-editor productivity increases,
when the text is pre-edited before processing it through an MT engine. Admittedly,
the relative effectiveness of the abovementioned rules will largely depend on
the type of MT system — a guideline that
improves the translated output for one MT
system might have a negligible effect for
a different MT system. Likewise, we cannot introduce changes to a text that would
sound unnatural to a native speaker in
order to make it amenable to MT, so due
care is needed when applying some of the
preceding rules. Last but not least, some
text types impose certain stylistic conventions that cannot be overlooked and which
make a text particularly intractable to
MT. All of these considerations should be
taken into account in order to see if the
pre-editing effort would be worthwhile. M
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Business intelligence
applied to localization
Laurent Reber

S

Software localization can be more complex
than it seems. It is not just about translation —
it also includes engineering, testing, bug fxing
and so on. By 2009, Autodesk had deployed
several systems to deal with the cost management, test automation analysis or defect tracking facets of software localization. From an
operational perspective, it made sense. But as
the information was fragmented in separate
silos, we struggled to get an overview of our
projects. We also pondered how to increase the
value of the data while keeping the fexibility
and effciency offered by the systems we had
in place. Our answer was to develop a business
intelligence program tailored specifcally to the
needs of our localization department.

Business intelligence is a set of methodologies, processes
and technologies that transform raw data into meaningful and
useful information. It is used for effective strategic, tactical
and operational decision-making. But, concretely, what does
this mean and how does it apply to localization?
Let’s start by looking at one example in detail: the monitoring of vendor performance. Because we outsource the translation and localization engineering and testing, it is crucial for

Laurent Reber has been in the localization industry
for 14 years and has worked in the feld of business
intelligence since 2007. He has been the key driver
behind the business intelligence program implemented by the localization department at Autodesk.
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Figure 1: Vendor key performance indicators.

us to keep an eye on the performance of our vendors. This
enables us to achieve the objectives set by our upper management. To monitor vendor performance, we frst had to defne
what it means to us and how to measure it. We started with
a bottom-up approach and designed a set of 70+ functionspecifc detailed indicators. As someone said at that time, we
had developed the equivalent of a diagnostic machine that a
mechanic would plug into your car to identify any potential
issue. This frst set of metrics was probably more targeted to
the operational leads than to our management team, but the
exercise did help us grow in maturity and clarify the objectives
that our vendor model needed to achieve.
Aligning metrics with our mission, vision, strategy and
goals was critical to ensure we were designing the right set
of indicators for the right audience and the right usage. From
this lesson, our next step was to fnd the best way to increase
the level of abstraction and identify what the management
team would need to monitor vendor performance. We did that
based on the objectives identifed during the bottom-up phase
and also incorporated feedback we had received from our vendors. The result was a new, standardized and targeted set of
indicators.
From our perspective, performance measurement needs
to be based on two characteristics, which we describe as the
“what” and the “how” (Figure 1). If a vendor does not properly
perform a process, we may see an impact in terms of cost,
quality and time. Ensuring that the deliverable — the “what”
— meets our expectation is important, but this is not enough.
An output may be delivered on time and aligned with our
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Figure 2: Vendor overview.

quality criteria, but it may have required
excessive support from our internal
team to get it done. Because scalability
is an important goal for our localization
department, we think measuring vendor
problem-solving skills or proactivity —
the “how” — is equally important.
Today, we measure the performance
of our vendors with four key performance indicators. These are metrics with
specifc properties: each one needs to be
actionable, comparable and aligned with
your objectives.
For example, the Deliverables indicator measures the translation quality
evaluated during the execution of a
project. It is based on the scores compiled
from the number and the severity of the
linguistic errors found per thousand of
words reviewed. The Effciency indicator
measures the duration required to fx and
verify defects during the development of
our localized products. The Support indicator measures the support required from
the internal Autodesk localization team
on topics the vendor should be fully in
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charge of. The Service indicator refects
how the vendor performance is perceived
by our internal team. It is measured on a
monthly basis. By defnition, a key performance indicator should be objective
and fact-based. Despite its relative subjectivity, we believe this key performance
indicator provides valuable insight on
vendor performance and we really use
it as a “360 feedback” tool. If the Deliverables and the Effciency indicators are
measuring the what, the Support and the
Service indicators are targeting the how.
Other indicators are obviously monitored during the execution of localization projects. For example, we measure
the ability of the vendors to meet their
milestones. However, while it is important to follow such metric from an
operational point of view, comparing its
values between two development cycles,
two products or two vendors is not relevant. We consider it as not comparable
enough to qualify as a key performance
indicator. Once the indicators were clarifed, the next step was to defne how to

aggregate the data (Figure 2) and share
the information with the targeted audience. We did that in two phases.
The frst phase was to consolidate all
the data required in one central database, our data mart. This phase included
an audit of the data and required the
development of specifc procedures to
extract it from every source, clean and
reconcile it (including from a semantic
perspective) and fnally load it into this
central database. The data mart guarantees a consistent usage of the information across all reports and dashboards.
It helps build a single point of truth,
which everyone can use to answer the
same question at any moment. It is also
helpful to keep a history of the data
and enable multidimensional and time
analysis. This frst phase can take quite
some time, especially if you start from
scratch and have several data sources to
integrate. It also requires a solid technical knowledge and a good understanding of the business. As we had built our
data mart over time, we mainly had to
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add the data that was missing to support
our vendor key performance indicators
and to adapt our data model.
The second phase was to develop a
dashboard to publish the information.
Having everything displayed in one
place helps reduce the time people spend
fnding the information they need,
especially in a complex and heterogeneous environment. The time required
to implement a dashboard depends on
multiple factors: technology, expertise
of the team, complexity of the data,
demands from the business and so on. It
took us less than a man-month to implement and publish our vendor indicator
dashboard from the moment the data
was available in our data mart.
The dashboard enables multidimensional analysis and drilling-down to
various levels of details (product, vendor,
language, time and more). For instance,
the Deliverables indicator allows us to
compare the evolution of linguistic
quality between cycles and ensure it
remains in line with our expectations.
While each individual score is important
in itself, we can also fnd useful and
actionable information by looking at
the evolution of the results over time.
We have been able to take preventive
actions and ensure the quality of the
fnal Deliverables by monitoring and

BusinessManagement
makes the Difference

comparing the trends per language, per
product, per component and per vendor
over time.
The same information could be used
to adapt the list of products and languages which require a linguistic review.
For instance, achieving a high score for
multiple releases in a row could trigger
a vendor to be “certifed” for a specifc

Business intelligence is
really about breaking silos,
building knowledge and
sharing information.
product and language combination,
helping to reduce review cost while
maintaining the overall quality. This is
not something we do today, but could be
something to explore.
The data collection for the Service
indicator is done through a monthly
survey. In addition to the rating itself,
our evaluation includes a series of
optional questions, giving context to the
scores. From the dashboard, Autodesk
localization staff members can select
one specifc question (such as fexibility
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Plunet BusinessManager
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or communication), look at its current
status and quickly assess whether it has
improved over time or not. It helps us
understand the rationale behind the ratings and to work with our vendors on
areas for improvement. This is how we
use business intelligence tools and techniques to monitor vendor performance
and take appropriate actions to ensure
it is aligned with our expectations. We
also leverage business intelligence to
help us respond to other challenges our
localization department faces every day,
including the sharing of information
and building awareness of what we do
across our company.
For example, we have implemented
a dashboard to publish data about the
internationalization quality of our products. Being able to rate and compare
products through a single interface is
a powerful way to help a localization
team increase awareness of internationalization. This dashboard is currently
playing a key role in the discussions we
have with our development teams.
We have also started to include questions about localization in surveys sent
to our external customers. In this case,
business intelligence mining techniques
help us isolate the impact of localization
on customers’ satisfaction scores. We also
use tailored reporting capabilities to adapt
the granularity of the information to the
needs of the targeted audiences. While
the data is the same, the level of detail
in our cost reports is different depending
on whether it is consumed by our staff
members or by our fnance department.
We are still using separate systems to
support the various facets of software
localization. On the other hand, we were
struggling to get an overview of our
projects a few years ago, and we aren’t
anymore. Business intelligence tools and
techniques did help us centralize all our
localization project-related data in one
unifed dashboard. Our staff can now
analyze budgets, defects, milestones,
linguistic quality, internationalization
scores, vendor performance and more at
different levels of detail, from different
perspectives, in one single location.
Business intelligence is really about
breaking silos, building knowledge and
sharing information. In a world more
and more driven by data, we are convinced it will continue to help us meet
our objectives, defne new models and
identify new opportunities. M
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application programming interface (API). A software
interface that enables applications to communicate with
each other. An API is the set of programming language constructs or statements that can be coded in an application
program to obtain the specific functions and services provided by an underlying operating system or service program.
computer-aided translation (CAT). Computer technology applications that assist in the act of translating text
from one language to another.
community interpreting. A type of interpreting service
that is particularly vital in communities with large numbers
of ethnic minorities, enabling those minorities to access
services where, due to the language barrier, they would
otherwise find it difficult. Situations where such interpreters are necessary typically include medical, educational,
housing and legal areas. Community interpreters need not
only to be fluent in the language that they are interpreting, but also need to be familiar with the public services
involved.
conference interpreting. The interpretation of a multilingual conference or meeting, either simultaneously or
consecutively. International institutions such as the European Union and the United Nations hold multilingual meetings that often need to be interpreted into several foreign
languages, usually done via headset by behind-the-scenes
conference interpreters.
content management system (CMS). A system used
to store and subsequently find and retrieve large amounts
of data. CMSs were not originally designed to synchronize
translation and localization of content, so most have been
partnered with globalization management systems.
controlled authoring. Writing for reuse and translation.
Controlled authoring is a process that integrates writing
with localization so that the text can be written for reuse
and at the same time written for efficient translation.
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controlled languages. Subsets of natural languages
whose grammars and dictionaries have been restricted in
order to reduce or eliminate both ambiguity and complexity. Also, stylistic rules — such as not using certain verb
tenses or the passive voice — can be created, depending
upon the group or organization and its language usage
goals.
crowdsourcing. The act of taking a task traditionally
performed by an employee or contractor and outsourcing
it to an undefined, generally large group of people, in the
form of an open call. For example, the public may be invited
to develop a new technology, carry out a design task, refine
an algorithm, or help capture, systematize or analyze large
amounts of data.
eXtensible Markup Language (XML). A programming
language/specification pared down from SGML, an international standard for the publication and delivery of electronic
information, designed especially for web documents.
internationalization (i18n). Especially in a computing
context, the process of generalizing a product so that it
can handle multiple languages and cultural conventions
(currency, number separators, dates) without the need for
redesign.
Levant. The Levant region, also known as the Eastern
Mediterranean and Greater Syria, is a geographic and cultural region consisting today of Lebanon, Syria, Jordan,
Israel, Palestine, Cyprus, Hatay Province and other parts of
southern Turkey, some regions of northwestern Iraq and the
Sinai Peninsula. Precise definitions have varied over time,
and the term originally had a broader and less well-defined
usage.
Latin America. The region of the Americas where
Romance languages — those derived from Latin, namely
Spanish and Portuguese — are officially or primarily spoken.
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localization (l10n). In this context,
the process of adapting a product or
software to a specific international
language or culture so that it seems
natural to that particular region. True
localization considers language, culture, customs and the characteristics
of the target locale.
machine translation (MT). A technology that translates text from one
human language to another, using
terminology glossaries and advanced
grammatical, syntactic and semantic
analysis techniques.
project management (PM). The
systematic planning, organizing and
controlling of allocated resources to
accomplish project cost, time and
performance objectives. PM is normally reserved for focused, nonrepetitive, time-limited activities with some
degree of risk.
quality assurance (QA). The activity of providing evidence needed to
establish confidence among all concerned that quality-related activities
are being performed effectively. All
those planned or systematic actions
necessary to provide adequate confidence that a product or service will
satisfy given requirements for quality.
QA covers all activities from design,
development, production and installation to servicing and documentation.
return on investment (ROI). In
finance, the ratio of money gained
or lost on an investment relative to
the amount of money invested. The
amount of money gained or lost may
be referred to as interest, profit/loss,
gain/loss or net income/loss.
rule-based machine translation
(RBMT). The application of sets of
linguistic rules that are defined as
correspondences between the structure of the source language and that
of the target language. The first stage
involves analyzing the input text for
morphology and syntax — and sometimes semantics — to create an internal representation. The translation is
then generated from this representation using extensive lexicons with
www.multilingual.com
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morphological, syntactic and semantic information, and large sets of rules.
simship. Simultaneous shipment of a
product to different markets worldwide,
as opposed to releasing in the home
market first and in other locales later.
statistical machine translation
(SMT). A machine translation paradigm where translations are generated on the basis of statistical models
whose parameters are derived from
the analysis of bilingual text corpora.
SMT is the translation of text from one
human language to another by a computer that learned how to translate
from vast amounts of translated text.
source language (SL). A language
that is to be translated into another
language.
TBX. TermBase eXchange standard.
A standard for terminology and term
exchange.
TMX. Translation Memory eXchange.
An open XML standard for the exchange
of translation memory data created by
computer-aided translation and localization tools.
target language (TL). The language that a source text is being
translated into.
translation. The process of converting all of the text or words from a
source language to a target language.
An understanding of the context or
meaning of the source language must
be established in order to convey the
same message in the target language.
translation management system
(TMS). Sometimes also known as a globalization management system, a TMS
automates localization workflow to
reduce the time and money employed
by manpower. It typically includes process management technology to automate the flow of work and linguistic
technology to aid the translator.
translation memory (TM). A special database that stores previously
translated sentences which can then
be reused on a sentence-by-sentence
basis. The database matches source to
target language pairs.

Unicode. The Unicode Worldwide
Character Standard (Unicode) is a
character encoding standard used to
represent text for computer processing. Originally designed to support
65,000 characters, it now has encoding forms to support more than one
million characters.
XML Localization Interchange
File Format (XLIFF). An XML-based
format for exchanging localization
data. Standardized by OASIS in April
2002 and aimed at the localization
industry, XLIFF specifies elements
and attributes to aid in localization.
XLIFF could be used to exchange data
between companies, such as a software publisher and a localization
vendor, or between localization tools,
such as translation memory systems
and machine translation systems.

Resources
OrganizatiOns
American Translators Association (ATA):
www.atanet.org
Project Management Institute:
www.pmi.org
TAUS: www.translationautomation.com

Publications
Ethnologue: Languages of the World
(16th edition), M. Paul Lewis:
www.ethnologue.com/16/
The Guide to Translation and
Localization, published by Language
Line: www.llts.com
Translation: Getting It Right, published
by the ATA: www.atanet.org/docs/
getting_it_right.php
Translation: Standards for Buying a NonCommodity, published by the ATA:
www.atanet.org/docs/translation_
buying_guide.pdf

references
CIA World Factbook: www.cia.gov/
library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html
Omniglot — Writing Systems & Languages of the World: www.omniglot.
com
Unicode, Inc.: www.unicode.org
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AssociAtions

AutomAted trAnslAtion

Localization World
Lucy Software and Services
Description Lucy Software and Services GmbH is an
independent company offering language and translation
technology and services. Lucy Software provides proven
state-of-the-art products and is involved in continued
research in the area of language technology. Lucy Software
is recognized as a leading provider of machine translation
technology and for its unmatched expertise in the translation of custom-built SAP applications (both from a technical and a translation perspective). Lucy's core focus and
strength lie in the diligent analysis and understanding of the
customers' multilingual requirements and in the translation
of these needs into effective business solutions.
Lucy Software and Services Daisbachtalstr. 7,
74915 Waibstadt, Germany, +49-7261-949809-0, E-mail:
info@lucysoftware.com, www.lucysoftware.com See ad on page 21

Leeds LS13 4EN, UK, +393458307084,
E-mail: info@elia-association.org, Web: www.elia-association.org

Description Localization World conferences are dedicated
to the language and localization industries. Our constituents
are the people responsible for communicating across the
boundaries of language and culture in the global marketplace.
International product and marketing managers participate
in Localization World from all sectors and all geographies to
meet language service and technology providers and to network with their peers. Hands-on practitioners come to share
their knowledge and experience and to learn from others. See
our website for details on upcoming and past conferences.
Localization World, Ltd. 319 North 1st Avenue,
Sandpoint, ID 83864, 208-263-8178, Fax: 208-263-6310,
E-mail: info@localizationworld.com,
Web: www.localizationworld.com See ad on page 4

enterprise solutions
Across Systems

ELIA
Description ELIA, the European Language Industry Association, brings together translation, localization and interpreting companies that do business in Europe. The association
provides its members with tools and opportunities to
improve their businesses such as training and networking
events, resources for business development and joint marketing efforts. Above all, ELIA is a community of peers. It is
a place for language companies to learn, grow, socialize and
share. Join us. Discover ELIA. Share the enthusiasm.
ELIA Cubic Business Centre, 533 Stanningley Road,

conferences

KantanMT
Description KantanMT is a cloud-based statistical machine
translation platform that offers members an intuitive, easy
to navigate platform for managing machine translations. It
is a subscription-based service targeted at small to mid-sized
language service providers that are keen to grow their business. KantanMT allows members to build domain specific
engines for each of their clients and ensures that all data
is fully encrypted and hosted on a secure Amazon server.
Members can use stock engines and training data provided
by KantanMT in addition to their own bilingual and monolingual data files to build their engines.
KantanMT INVENT Building, DCU Campus, Glasnevin,
Dublin 9 Ireland, +353-1-7007874,
E-mail: info@kantanmt.com, Web: http://kantanmt.com

desktop publishing

Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description Across Language Server is a
market-leading software platform for all corporate language
resources and translation processes. Within a very short
time, the use of Across can increase the translation quality
and transparency, while reducing the workload and process
costs. The Across translation management software includes
a translation memory, a terminology system, a powerful PM
and workflow control tools. lt allows end-to-end processing
for a seamless collaboration of clients, LSPs and translators.
Open interfaces enable the direct integration of third-party
solutions like CMS, ERP or others. Customers include: Allianz
Versicherungs AG, HypoVereinsbank, SMA Solar Technology,
ThyssenKrupp and hundreds of other leading companies.
Across Systems GmbH Im Stoeckmaedle 13-15, D-76307 Karlsbad,
Germany, 49-7248-925-425, E-mail: international@across.net
Across Systems Inc. Glendale, CA 91203, 877-922-7677, E-mail:
americas@across.net, Web: www.across.net See ad on page 39

Globalization and Localization Association
Description The Globalization and Localization Association
is a fully representative, nonprofit, international industry
association for the translation, internationalization, localization and globalization industry. The association gives
members a common forum to discuss issues, create innovative solutions, promote the industry and offer clients
unique, collaborative value.
Globalization and Localization Association 23 Main Street,
Andover, MA 01810, 206-329-2596, Fax: 815-346-2361,
E-mail: info@gala-global.org, Web: www.gala-global.org

See ad on page 58

TAUS
Description TAUS is a think tank for the translation industry,
undertaking research for buyers and providers of translation
services and technologies. Our mission is to increase the size
and significance of the translation industry to help the world
communicate better. To meet this ongoing goal, TAUS supports entrepreneurs and principals in the translation industry
to share and define new strategies through a comprehensive
program of events, publications and communications.
TAUS Oudeschans 85III, 1011KW Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
31-299-672028, E-mail: info@translationautomation.com,
Web: www.translationautomation.com
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MultiCorpora
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Unicode languages Description As language
technology experts since 1999, MultiCorpora is exclusively
dedicated to providing language technology software solutions to enterprises, language service providers and governments. Its flagship product, MultiTrans Prism, offers an
innovative and complete turn-key translation management
system. MultiTrans Prism is an enterprise client-server application that consists of four core components which together,
or individually, enable communications in more than one language; they are business management, project management
(workflow), advanced translation memory and terminology
management. RR Donnelley, Nomura, the Translation Bureau
of Canada, UNESCO and many others rely on MultiTrans to
manage their mission-critical translation operations.
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, Quebec,
J8Y 3Y7 Canada, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-778-0801,
E-mail: info@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com

Alliance Localization China (ALC)
Languages Major Asian and European languages Description
ALC offers document, website and software translation and
localization, desktop publishing and interpreter services. We
focus on English, German and other European languages
to and from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and other Asian
languages. We use TRADOS, CATALYST, SDLX, Transit,
Wordfast, memoQ and other CAT tools, as well as DTP tools
including CorelDRAW, FrameMaker, FreeHand, Illustrator,
InDesign, PageMaker, Photoshop and QuarkXPress. Our
customer-oriented approach is supported by strong project
management, a team of specialists, a large knowledge base
and advanced methodologies. We always provide service
beyond our customers’ expectations at a low cost and with
high quality, speed, dependability and flexibility.
Alliance Localization China Suite 526, Building B, No.10, Xing
Huo Road, Fengtai Science Park, Beijing 100070, P.R. China,
86-10-8368-2169, Fax: 86-10-8368-2884, E-mail:
customer_care@allocalization.com, Web: www.allocalization.com

E-C Translation Ltd. is now EC Innovations, Inc.
Languages All Description E-C Translation Ltd., the
technology-driven language service company with a mission to provide high-quality localization solutions, is
pleased to announce the rebranding of its business to EC
Innovations, Inc. Over the past 14 years, EC Innovations, an
ISO 9001:2008 certified organization, has grown to over 200
full-time employees, providing multilingual and interdisciplinary services worldwide. The new name and image are a
reflection of our completeness as a full-fledged localization
solutions provider. Hereafter, EC Innovations will continue
to focus on providing our customers with the highest quality
of language and technology solutions while maintaining our
reputation for being a customer-centric organization.
EC Innovations, Inc. 501 Silverside Road, Suite 105,
Wilmington, DE 19809, 617-775-3506, Fax: 508-762-5304,
E-mail: info@ecinnovations.com, Web: www.ecinnovations.com

See ad on page 6

High-quality Asian Localization,
Voiceover and Multimedia

Binari Sonori

STAR Group
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description STAR Group was founded in
Switzerland 27 years ago with the exclusive focus of facilitating cross-cultural technical communications in all languages.
The company has grown to be the largest privately held
multilingual information technology and services company
in the world with 42 offices in 32 countries. Its advanced
technology developments have propelled STAR to its current
market position. Core services: information management,
translation, localization, publishing, on-demand printing and consulting. Core technologies: Transit (translation
memory), TermStar/WebTerm (terminology management),
GRIPS (product information management), MindReader
(context-sensitive authoring assistance), STAR CLM (corporate language management), STAR CPM (corporate process
management), i-KNOW (competence management) and
SPIDER (Interactive Electronic Technical Manual).
STAR Group Wiesholz 35, 8262 Ramsen, Switzerland,
41-52-742-9200, 216-691-7827, E-mail: info@star-group.net,
Web: www.star-group.net See ad on page 12

locAlizAtion services

Description Binari Sonori has been a leading provider of
international media localization services since 1994, with
a unique team of project managers, studios, engineers and
selected linguists spread over 30 countries worldwide. Solid
procedures and transparent relationships with clients guarantee high quality of text, audio and video, timeliness and
flexibility. We are accustomed to working for global companies that need to reach a broad range of markets with their
media and entertainment products. Specialized support
available for any media localization activity, from effective
audio localization to international content creation. Highly
professionalized one-stop shop supporting today’s media
localization projects.
Binari Sonori S.r.l. Viale Fulvio Testi, 11, 20092 Cinisello Balsamo,
Milano, Italy, 39-02-61866-310, Fax: 39-02-61866-313,
E-mail: translate@binarisonori.com, Web: www.binarisonori.com

See ad on page 18

WHY

Languages Translation: All commercial languages, specializing
in Asian pairs. Voiceover/multimedia: All languages Description
EQHO Communications — one of Southeast Asia’s largest independent localization firms, has over 70 in-house staff. Building on a well-educated and inexpensive labor base in Thailand,
EQHO has created an internationally recognized localization
firm specializing in the rarer Southeast Asian languages, as
well as Chinese, Japanese and Korean. EQHO operates from a
1,000-square-meter office in central Bangkok. With in-house
linguists, DTP operators, localization and multimedia engineers, and on-site recording studios, we offer an unrivaled level
of service and rapid turnaround. EQHO also has facilities in
Vientiane, Lao PDR and Brno, Czech Republic. In 2012, EQHO
was ranked as a Top 20 Asia-based LSP by CSA.
EQHO Communications 152 North Sathorn Road, Bangkok,
Thailand, 10500, +66 (0)2 637 8060, Fax: +66 (0)2 637 8422,
E-mail: info@eqho.com, Web: www.eqho.com See ad on page 41

?

Gateway to Asia – TOTAL SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
ADAPT Localization Services
Languages More than 50 Description ADAPT Localization
Services offers the full range of services that enables clients
to be successful in international markets, from documentation design through translation, linguistic and technical
localization services, prepress and publication management.
Serving both Fortune 500 and small companies, ADAPT
has gained a reputation for quality, reliability, technological
competence and a commitment to customer service.
Fields of specialization include diagnostic and medical
devices, IT/telecom and web content. With offices in Bonn,
Germany; Stockholm, Sweden; and Barcelona, Spain, and
a number of certified partner companies, ADAPT is well
suited to help clients achieve their goals in any market.
ADAPT Localization Services Clemens-August-Strasse 16-18,
53115 Bonn, Germany, 49-228-98-22-60, Fax: 49-228-98-22-615,
E-mail: adapt@adapt-localization.com,
Web: www.adapt-localization.com See ad on page 25
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Languages: Major Asian languages, including Korean, Japanese, S-Chinese, T-Chinese,
Thai, Malay, Indonesian and Vietnamese
Established in 1995, E4NET is a leading provider of high-quality localization and globalization services. We also provide the full scope of linguistic testing services in Windows,
Macintosh, Linux and Unix, DTP services, and audio recording/video script translation.
Our accumulated experience and know-how have allowed us to successfully accomplish many major projects for clients such as Microsoft, IBM, Oracle, Hewlett-Packard,
LG Electronics, SAP, Digi-key, Panasonic and more. We specialize in the felds of IT such
as ERP/CRM/DBMS, consumer software, hardware/equipment, OS, server application,
management and storage. In addition, our service expands to other industries such as
medical/healthcare, travel, fashion, game, automation and automotive.

L 10 N @ e 4 n e t . n e t • w w w. e 4 n e t . n e t
Tel: 822-3465-8500 • Fax: 822-3465-8502
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Net-Translators the trust of industry leaders worldwide.
Net-Translators
USA Cupertino, CA, 800-320-1020,
E-mail: salesusca@net-translators.com

USA Marlborough, MA, 617-275-8128,

EuroGreek Translations Limited
Language Greek Description Established in 1986, EuroGreek
Translations Limited is Europe’s number one Greek localizer,
specializing in technical and medical translations from English
into Greek and Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim is to provide
high-quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a whole range of
client needs, from plain translation to desktop/web publishing to
localization development and testing. Over the years, EuroGreek’s
services have been extended to cover most subject areas, including German and French into Greek localization services. All of
EuroGreek’s work is produced in-house by a team of 25 highly
qualified specialists and is fully guaranteed for quality and ontime delivery.
EuroGreek Translations Limited
London 27 Lascotts Road, London, N22 8JG United Kingdom
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street, Athens, 166 75
Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077, E-mail: production
@eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com See ad on page 47

Honyaku Center – Asian Language Solutions
Languages Japanese, Traditional and Simplified Chinese,
Korean and other Asian languages Description Honyaku
Center is Japan’s translation industry leader, with over 25
years of experience providing specialized technical translation services in the life sciences, patent, industry, finance and
legal fields, and in all text types, including automotive, IT,
e-learning, games and websites. From translation to DTP and
printing, Honyaku Center has the large scale project management capabilities, specialized resources and expertise to
handle all of your translation and localization needs!
Honyaku Center Inc.
Japan San Marino Shiodome Bldg. 6F, 2-4-1 Higashi Shinbashi,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0021, Japan, +81-3-6403-9588,
E-mail: localize@honyakuctr.co.jp, Web: www.honyakuctr.com

USA (HC Language Solutions, Inc.) 949 Sherwood Avenue,
Suite 200, Los Altos, CA 94022, +1-650-312-1239,
E-mail: info@hcls.com, Web: www.hcls.com

iDISC Information Technologies
Languages Spanish (all variants), Portuguese (all variants),
Catalan, Basque, Galician, Valencian, K’iche’, Quechua,
Aymara, Guarani Description iDISC, established in 1987, is
an ISO-9001 and EN-15038 certified language and software
company based in Barcelona with branches and teams in
Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, Bolivia and Guatemala specializing in web content, software localization, technical documentation, business, automotive and marketing. We utilize
standard and custom developed tools to reduce management
costs and increase quality, consistency and on-time deliveries. Our content management systems software development
team is capable of designing, implementing and streamlining
the dissemination of localized information. Flexibility and
continuous support for our clients lead to the best project
results and honest, long-term partnerships.
iDISC Information Technologies Passeig del Progrés 96, 08640
Olesa de Montserrat, Barcelona, Spain, 34-93-778-73-00,
Fax: 34-93-778-35-80, E-mail: info@idisc.es, Web: www.idisc.es

Follow us at
twitter.com/multilingualmag
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LEXMAN Translation and Localization
Languages All European languages Description LEXMAN,
a well-established MLV, has been providing translation
and localization services since 2007. Since establishment,
we have been building a stable position on the European
market as a reliable language service provider serving both
Fortune 500 and small companies. We provide services in
more than 50 languages with a focus on CEE languages.
Our powerful management and great IT potential enable
us to provide our clients high-quality linguistic services
delivered on time and in compliance with the European
Standard EN 15038:2006. LEXMAN is an ISO 9001:2008
certified language service provider and a proud member
of ELIA and GALA. LEXMAN – your partner in the world
of languages.
LEXMAN Translation and Localization
Škultétyho 1, 83103 Bratislava, Slovak Republic,
00421-2-45528041, Fax: 00421-2-43330194,
E-mail: localization@lexman.biz, Web: www.lexman.biz

Moravia
Languages All Description Moravia is a leading globalization solution provider, enabling companies in the information technology, e-learning, life sciences, consumer
electronics and telecommunications industries to enter
global markets with high-quality multilingual products.
Moravia’s solutions include localization, product testing,
multilingual publishing, technical translation, content
creation, machine translation and workflow consulting.
Adobe®, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle and Toshiba are among
some of the leading companies that depend on Moravia
for accurate, on-time and economical localization. With
global headquarters in Brno, Czech Republic, Moravia
has local offices in Europe, the United States, Japan,
China and Latin America. To learn more, please visit us at
www.moravia.com.
Moravia
USA 810 Lawrence Drive, Suite 210, Newbury Park, CA 91320,
805-262-0055, Fax: 805-375-8292,
E-mail: info@moravia.com, Web: www.moravia.com
Europe 420-545-552-222, E-mail: europe@moravia.com
Ireland 353-1-709-9822, E-mail: ireland@moravia.com
Asia 86-25-8689-6500, E-mail: asia@moravia.com
Japan 81-3-3354-3320, E-mail: japan@moravia.com
Argentina 54-341-481-2992, E-mail: argentina@moravia.com

See ad on page 60

Your Vision. Worldwide.

Full-service Translation, Localization and
Multilingual Testing
Languages Over 60 Description Net-Translators provides turnkey translation, localization and multilingual
testing services and customized strategy-to-deployment
localization solutions. For over ten years, they’ve helped
technology companies and medical device manufacturers
prepare their products and services for global markets.
For software applications (GUI, online help and documentation), marketing materials, websites and more,
Net-Translators’ customer-focused, professional teams
deliver consistent, accurate results in compliance to international regulations. Their one-of-a-kind Multilingual
Testing Center is specially equipped and staffed to offer
the ultimate testing environment for localized products. ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2003 certifications
and a long-standing reputation for quality have earned

E-mail: salesuseast@net-translators.com

Europe London, England, +44-20-3393-8385,
E-mail: saleseu@net-translators.com

Middle East Or Yehuda, Israel +972-3-5338633,
E-mail: salesil@net-translators.com
South America Posadas - Misiones, Argentina, +54-3764-487029,
E-mail: salessoutham@net-translators.com
Web: www.net-translators.com See ad on page 59

Greek Localization Experts Since 1983
Language Greek Description Founded in 1983, this year
ORCO celebrates its 30th anniversary! A leading translation and localization provider, the company specializes in
software localization and technical translation (IT, telecommunications, medical, automotive, engineering, marketing,
financial, EU). ORCO deals primarily with Greek projects,
although translation from other languages can be taken
aboard. With its experienced in-house personnel, ORCO
offers high-quality services including localization, testing,
engineering, DTP and more. Our client list includes longterm collaborations with companies such as Abbott, Canon,
Cummins, Ford, General Electric, Google, IBM, Microsoft,
Oracle, Sony and important international institutions such
as the EU (CdT, DGT, European Parliament) and UNHCR.
ORCO S.A. 6, Vas. Sofas Avenue, 106 74 Athens, Greece,
+30-210-723-6001, Fax: +30-210-7249124,
E-mail: info@orco.gr, Web: www.orco.gr

Pangeanic & PangeaMT
Languages Spanish (all variants) and all Spanish state
official languages, EN/FIG/other EU languages, all other
languages including Asian ones on demand Description
Pangeanic is an independent Spanish LSP with sister offices
in Tokyo and Shanghai working for the global enterprise
market (major accounts in the electronics and computing
fields) as well as for smaller organizations, MLVs and crossnational institutions. We offer a wide range of GILT services
always adhering to stringent quality standard procedures
— EN 15038 and ISO 9001. Pangeanic has an experienced
team devoted to MTPE (post-editing of machine translation output). PangeaMT, our customized open-source SMT
technology, enables us to offer domain-specific MT engines
that are fully tailored to the clients’ needs, helping them become more productive cost-effectively and rapidly.
Pangeanic Trade Center, Profesor Beltrán Báguena 4, Suite 106,
46009 Valencia, Spain, 34-96-338-5771, Fax: 34-96-338-5772,
E-mail: central@pangeanic.com, central@pangea.com.mt, Web:
www.pangeanic.com, www.pangea.com.mt

Localization and Globalization Partner
Languages Korean, Traditional and Simplified Chinese,
Japanese and other Asian languages, European languages
Description. Saltlux was founded in 1979 as the first Korean
technical translation company. Our services encompass
translation, localization, DTP, MT post-editing, planning and
writing of technical manuals. We have extensive experience
in medical and pharmaceutical products and equipment, IT,
software, electrical, automotive and technical industry, and
so on. With 32 years of accumulated know-how, Saltlux will
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be your ideal global communication partner. To learn more,
please visit www.saltlux.com.
Saltlux, Inc. 5~7F, Deokil Building, 967 Daechi-dong,

nonprofit orgAnizAtions

Gangnam-gu, Seoul 135-848, South Korea,
822-379-8444, Fax: 822-379-5996,
E-mail: tcsales@saltlux.com, Web: www.saltlux.com

The Rosetta Foundation
TOIN Corporation
Languages Japanese, Traditional and Simplified Chinese,
Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese and European languages
Description TOIN has achieved a 50-year track record of excellence by, as our clients say, being consistently "present" to meet
their needs. TOIN offers a spectrum of translation, localization
and consulting solutions to Global 1000 companies across a
range of industries including automotive, IT, telecommunications, life sciences, e-learning, software, gaming, semiconductors and consumer products. TOIN provides exceptional
strength in Asia as well as a global reach, with offices in Japan,
China, Korea, the United States and the United Kingdom.
TOIN Corporation
Japan Shiba 1-chome Building, 1-12-7 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo

Languages All Description Access to information is a fundamental right. We want to relieve poverty, support health
care, develop education and promote justice through access
to information and knowledge across the languages of the
world. The Rosetta Foundation supports the not-for-profit
activities of the localization and translation communities. It
works internationally with those who want to provide equal
access to information across languages, independent of
economic or market considerations, including localization
and translation companies, technology developers, not-forprofit and non-governmental organizations.
The Rosetta Foundation Unit 13 Classon House,

E-mail: michael-stephenson@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com

China Shanghai, P.R. China, 86-21-3222-0012,
E-mail: shen-yi@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com

Ushuaia Solutions
Languages Spanish (all varieties), Portuguese (Brazil)
Description Ushuaia Solutions is a fast-growing Latin
American company providing solutions for translation,
localization and globalization needs. Ushuaia Solutions is
focused on being creative and proactive to meet tight time
frames with a high level of quality and a cost-effective budget. Customizing its processes, Ushuaia assures project consistency and technical and linguistic accuracy, thus reducing
clients’ time-to-market. Ushuaia combines state-of-the-art
technology with top-notch experienced native translators,
editors and software engineers. Our mission is to work
together with our clients, thereby creating a flexible, reliable
and open relationship for success.
Ushuaia Solutions Rioja 919, S2000AYK Rosario, Argentina,

VistaTEC
Languages All Description VistaTEC is a leading provider
of globalization services and specializes in the localization
and testing of enterprise, mobile and desktop applications.
VistaTEC provides translation, technical consulting, engineering and testing, language review, transcreation and
brand integrity services during the design, development and
marketing cycles of client’s products.
VistaTEC
Europe VistaTEC House, 700 South Circular Road, Kilmainham,

See ad on page 15

trAnslAtion
mAnAgement systems

MultiCorpora
Multiple Platforms

Translators without Borders
Languages English, French, Spanish, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Dutch, Russian, Arabic, Chinese, Swedish
Description Translators without Borders is an independent
registered nonprofit association based in France that assists non-governmental organizations (NGOs) by providing free, professional translations. Founded by Lexcelera in
1993, Translators without Borders has provided over two
million dollars worth of free translations. Thanks to the
funds saved, NGOs are able to extend their humanitarian
work.
Translators without Borders Passage du Cheval Blanc, 2 rue de la
Roquette, 75011 Paris, France, 33-1-55-28-88-09, Fax: 33-1-5528-88-09, E-mail: twb@translatorswithoutborders.org,
Web: www.translatorswithoutborders.com

Languages All Unicode languages Description As language
technology experts since 1999, MultiCorpora is exclusively
dedicated to providing language technology software solutions to enterprises, language service providers and governments. Its flagship product, MultiTrans Prism, offers an
innovative and complete turn-key translation management
system. MultiTrans Prism is an enterprise client-server
application that consists of four core components which,
together or individually, enable communications in more
than one language; they are business management, project
management (workflow), advanced translation memory
and terminology management. RR Donnelley, Nomura, the
Translation Bureau of Canada, UNESCO and many others
rely on MultiTrans to manage their mission-critical translation operations.
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, Quebec,
J8Y 3Y7 Canada, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-778-0801,
E-mail: info@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com

See ad on page 6

recruitment/
Job mAtching
Plunet BusinessManager
Multiple Platforms

54-341-4493064, Fax: 54-341-4492542,
E-mail: info@ushuaia solutions.com, Web: www.ushuaiasolutions.com

See ad on page 28

2344 Maria Enzersdorf, Austria, 0043223643498-0,
E-mail: info@kaleidoscope.at, Web: www.kaleidoscope.at

Dundrum Business Park, Dublin 14, Ireland, +353-87-6736414,
E-mail: info@therosettafoundation.org,
Web: www.therosettafoundation.org See ad on page 10

105-0014 Japan, 81-3-3455-8764, Fax: 81-3-3455-6514,
E-mail: toshihito-hattori@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.co.jp

North America Dallas, TX, 1-612-986-3108,
E-mail: aki-ito@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
Europe London, United Kingdom, 44-20-8644-8685,

your SDL MultiTerm terminology used enterprise-wide, Kaleidoscope has the ideal add-on: quickTerm. With quickTerm,
individuals do not need to be terminology-savvy power users
or have their own MultiTerm license to quickly and easily access terminology. Users can simply search for terminology
from within any application or via a web browser. This alone
significantly raises the level of terminology adherence. Additionally, quickTerm enables enterprise-wide participation
in terminology discovery, approval, and revision processes,
which further ties in colleagues in the terminology process.
Kaleidoscope GmbH Stojanstr. 26a,

Anzu Global
Languages Over forty languages Description We provide
globalization staffing services for localization project managers, internationalization engineers, bilingual testers and
linguists. With twenty years of localization staffing experience, we can help our technology clients and candidates find
the right match.
Anzu Global 132 Great Road, Stow, MA 01775,
978-897-2990
E-mail: mklinger@anzuglobal.com, Web: www.anzuglobal.com

See ad on page 47

terminology mAnAgement

Description Plunet develops and markets the business and
workflow management software Plunet BusinessManager
— one of the world’s leading management solutions
for the translation and localization industry. Plunet
BusinessManager provides a high degree of automation and
flexibility for professional language service providers and
translation departments. Using a web-based platform, Plunet
integrates translation software, financial accounting and
quality management systems. Various functions and extensions of Plunet BusinessManager can be adapted to individual needs within a configurable system. Basic functions
include quote, order and invoice management, comprehensive financial reports, flexible job and workflow management
as well as deadline, document and customer relationship
management.
Plunet GmbH Prenzlauer Allee 214, D-10405 Berlin, Germany,
49-30-322971340, Fax: 49-30-322971359,
E-mail: info@plunet.com, Web: www.plunet.com

See ad on page 46

Dublin 8, Ireland, 353-1-416-8000, Fax: 353-1-416-8099

USA East 2706 Loma Street, Silver Spring, MD 20902,
301-649-3012, Fax: 301-649-3032

USA West 1800 West El Camino Real, Suite 108,
Mountain View, CA 94040, 408-898-2357 Fax: 408-898-2362
E-mail: info@vistatec.com, Web: www.vistatec.com

See ad on page 42
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Smartling, Inc.
Languages Over 100 languages Description Smartling provides an innovative, cloud-based translation management
platform that lets companies build a consistent, up-to-date,
global presence across any number of websites, web and
mobile applications and languages. By streamlining the entire
translation management process, Smartling ensures confidence with high-quality translations every time and reduces
time-to-value on globalization and localization efforts.
Smartling, Inc. 475 Park Avenue South, Floor 23,
New York, NY 10016, 1-866-707-6278
E-mail: hi@smartling.com, Web: www.smartling.com

See ad on page 36

XTRF Translation Management Systems

Diskusija – Translation and Localization

Multiple Platforms

Languages Central and Eastern European languages Description Founded in 1993, Diskusija specializes in technical
translation and localization services from Western European languages into all Central and Eastern European languages with a strong focus on Baltic languages (Lithuanian,
Latvian, Estonian). Our experienced team is able to handle
projects of any complexity. We guarantee a professional and
personal approach to our clients’ needs, the use of stateof-the-art industrial technology, quality management at
all stages of a project, on-time delivery, competitive rates
and flexibility. We have extensive expertise in the following industries: IT, software, hardware, telecommunications,
medical equipment, medicine, pharmacology, accounting,
finance, automotive industry, electronics, legislation and
EU documents.
Diskusija Mindaugo g. 23A-73, Offce 8, LT-03231 Vilnius, Lithuania,

Description XTRF is a global management system for translation agencies. With built-in cutting-edge Java technology,
XTRF is a flexible, customizable and web-based software,
enabling web access for a company’s suppliers and customers. It’s designed to help translation companies to streamline
all of their daily activities, and it guarantees smooth management of the company while reducing administrative costs.
Project management, invoicing, quotations, ISO 9001 reports
and CRM are the main fields covered by the system. Designed
by translation and localization professionals and created by
the best IT team, this powerful tool will reduce the time spent
on repetitive tasks and increase a company’s effectiveness.
XTRF ul. Kamieńskiego 51, 30-644 Kraków, Poland
48-12-255-14-80, Fax: 48-12-255-14-77,
E-mail: info@xtrf.eu, Web: www.xtrf.eu

XTM: Better Translation Technology
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Unicode languages Description XTM is a
fully featured online CAT tool and translation management
system available as a pay-as-you-go SaaS or for installation
on your server. Built for collaboration and ease of use, XTM
provides a complete, secure and scalable translation solution.
Implementation of XTM Cloud is quick and easy, with no
installation, hardware costs or maintenance required. Rapidly create new projects from all common file types using the
templates provided and allocate your resources to the automated workflow. XTM enables you to share linguistic assets
in real time between translators. Discover XTM today. Sign
up for a free 30-day trial at www.xtm-intl.com/trial.
XTM International PO Box 2167, Gerrards Cross, Bucks, SL9 8XF
United Kingdom, +44-1753-480-469, Fax: +44-1753-480-465,
E-mail: sales@xtm-intl.com, Web: www.xtm-intl.com

See ad on page 7

2013 Resource Directory
available at
www.multilingual.com/
resourcedirectory

trAnslAtion services

370-5-2790574, Fax: 370-5-2790576,
E-mail: diskusija@diskusija.lt, Web: www.diskusija.lt

Follow-Up Translation Services
BENEXtra Korea
Languages Chinese, Japanese, Korean Description BENEXtra
Korea, one of the top quality localization/translation vendors in Asia, enjoys an excellent reputation and wide recognition among world-class players such as Dell, IBM,
Microsoft, CA, Google, Autodesk, Cisco and the California
state government. With our hands-on, practical experience
in IT marketing collateral translation, software localization,
Asian language localization, and our accumulated expertise
in audio translation, we are ready to work together with
you, helping you sustain growth and create and capture
new value.
BENEXtra Korea Second Floor, Gukdong Building 1163-7,
Gaepo-Dong, Gangnam-Gu, Seoul 135-960, Korea,
82-2-572-4987, Fax: 82-2-3462-4987,
E-mail: info@benextra.com, Web: www.benextra.com

Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese Description For 24
years, Follow-Up has been one of the best single-language
translation companies in Brazil. We’re equipped with a large
network of professional translators and localizers, effectively
trained project managers and state-of-the-art technology
resources. We’re capable of working locally and on the cloud.
Our areas of expertise include IT, finance, pharmaceutics,
medicine and marketing. Follow-Up’s main partner and
founder, Luciana Lavôr, is a certified localization professional by California State University. Another partner at the
company, Ana Beatriz Fernandes, is an official public sworn
translator and runs our legal translations department.
Follow-Up Rua Visconde de Pirajá, 351, Sala 815, Rio de Janeiro,
RJ 22410-003 Brazil, 55-21-3553-7223, Fax: 55-21-3553-7223,
E-mail: info@follow-up.com.br, Web: www.follow-up.com.br

See ad on page 11

InText Translation Company
Languages From major European languages into Russian
and Ukrainian Description InText is one of the leading SLVs
in Ukraine with ten years of experience and long-term partnerships with the world’s top 100 MLVs. We offer a full range
of services including translation, software localization, DTP
and voiceover. You can rely on us to help your clients reach
the Russian and CIS markets in industries such as automotive, IT, telecommunications, life sciences, computer software
and consumer goods. Our workflow combines tailored TMS,
state-of-the-art technologies and measurable translation
quality in proven compliance with ISO 9001 and EN 15038
standards to ensure your projects are delivered by your deadline and to your quality expectations.
InText Translation Company PO Box 1041, 49006 Dnipropetrovsk,
Ukraine, +380 505 66 70 42 , Fax: +380 562 36 64 08,
E-mail: crm@intext.ru, Web: www.intext.ru

Lexika Translation Services
Languages Czech, Slovak and Eastern European Description
Lexika has been providing translation services since 1993.
Our clients come from various business areas, however, for
the past several years we have been focused on translation of
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legal and financial as well as technical documentation. Our
major working languages are Czech and Slovak along with
other CEE languages. Lexika is ISO 9001:2009 certified and
utilizes SDL Trados and memoQ server.
LEXIKA s.r.o. Dobrovicova
10, Bratislava 811 09, Slovakia
421-2-5010-6700, Fax: 421-2 2-595-5965
E-mail: info@lexika.sk, Web: www.lexika.sk

See ad on page 16

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.
Languages All Description LinguaLinx is a leading provider
of global content and language intelligence to organizations
around the world. The content experts at LinguaLinx help
manage and localize messaging to enhance efficiency and
provide consistency across all forms of communication. With
offices around the world, LinguaLinx provides organizations
with localization solutions that fit their needs including:
translation and interpretation, marketing communications
and website localization, translation memory deployment,
multilingual SEO, translation readiness assessment and
global content management. Unify your global organization
with a customized content intelligence strategy and ensure
that your messages resonate across borders with language
intelligence. To learn more, visit lingualinx.com.
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. The LinguaLinx Building,
122 Remsen Street, Cohoes, NY 12047,
518-388-9000, Fax: 518-388-0066,
E-mail: info@lingualinx.com, Web: www.lingualinx.com

Medical Translations Only
Languages 45, including all EU languages Description
Medilingua is one of the few medical translation specialists
in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European
languages and the major languages of Asia and Africa, as
well as translation-related services to manufacturers of
devices, instruments, in vitro diagnostics and software;
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies; medical
publishers; national and international medical organizations; and other customers in the medical sector. Projects
include the translation of documentation for medical
devices, surgical instruments, hospital equipment and
medical software; medical information for patients, medical students and physicians; scientific articles; press releases;
product launches; clinical trial documentation; medical
news; and articles from medical journals.
MediLingua Medical Translations BV Poortgebouw,

Skrivanek s.r.o.
PTSGI
Languages English, Traditional and Simplified Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, Thai, Malay, Indonesian, Tagalog, Vietnamese, Arabic, Farsi, Russian, German, French, Italian,
Spanish, Dutch, Czech, Polish, Hungarian, Turkish, Greek,
Norwegian, Danish, Hebrew, Irish, Finnish, Swedish, Luxembourgish, Romanian, Urdu, Ukrainian, Nepali, Latin,
Latvian, Slovak, Slovenian, Bengali, Hindi, Pashto, Tamil,
Punjabi, Singhalese, Marathi, Hmong, Khmer, Lao, Burmese,
Mongolian, Somali Afrikaans, Armenian Description For
over 45 years, PTSGI remains the largest language service provider in Taiwan providing multilingual translation, website and software localization, interpretation,
desktop publishing, technical writing, game software
and online translation into more than 100 languages.
Our expert teams are skilled in a wide range of software
that includes Trados, SDLX, Transit, CATALYST, RCWinTrans, Idiom, Across, Multilizer, Passolo, RoboHelp,
FrameMaker, QuarkXPress, PageMaker, InDesign, Photoshop, Adobe Acrobat, CorelDraw, Illustrator, Freehand and
Dreamweaver. We view our projects from the customers’
perspective and in turn gain the trust of our clients, steering our commitment to provide not just translation services
but complete solutions.
PTSGI 6F, #23 Section 6, Min-Chuan East Road, Taipei City 11494,
Taiwan, 886-2-8791-6688, Fax: 886-2-8791-7884,
E-mail: market@ptsgi.com, Web: www.ptsgi.com

Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald
Language German to/from major European languages
Description Outstanding localization requires world-class
experience. Rheinschrift gives your business a native voice
in the German-speaking world. We offer more than 20
years’ experience providing translations and localizations
for software and hardware manufacturers as well as for the
sectors of business, technology, legal matters and medicine/
medical applications. Our services also range from glossaries,
post-editing, project management and desktop publishing
services to many other related services. Rely on Rheinschrift
to deliver the most competent translations and meet your
deadline, whatever it takes.
Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald Rolshover

+39 0536 881375, Fax: +39 0536 882413
E-mail: info@omnia-group.com, Web: www.omnia-group.com

SpanSource
Languages Focus on Spanish and Portuguese, other
language combinations through partners Description
SpanSource provides translation, localization and related services from Western European languages into
all regional varieties of Spanish as well as other language
combinations through our network of select SLV partners. Our domain focus is on health care and life sciences, software and IT, heavy machinery and automotive,
legal and financial, oil and gas, corporate training and
educational materials. Our comprehensive service portfolio also includes unparalleled desktop publishing and
multimedia localization engineering support for e-learning
materials. Our in-house staff of 25 includes project managers, senior linguists, desktop publishers, software engineers
and graphic designers, which prove to be fundamental in
SpanSource’s centralized, customer-centric approach.
SpanSource SRL Santa Fe 1264, 1ºB, Rosario, S2000ATR Argentina,
54-341-527-5233, Fax: 54-341-527-0035,
E-mail: info@spansource.com, Web: www.spansource.com

Synergium of translations, innovations and trust

Translation and localization into Polish

Languages 150 language combinations including rare and
obscure languages Description Omnia has been helping
companies successfully deploy their message in the global
marketplace for 25 years. Let Omnia partner with you to
meet your international communication objectives through
a range of bespoke services, including technical documentation translation; marketing collateral transcreation; website and software localization; multilingual desktop design
and publishing; content authoring and controlled English;
and content and term management.
Omnia Group via Mazzini, 160/B, Sassuolo, 41049 Italy

Dolinách 22,147 00 Prague, Czech Republic, 420-233-320-560,
Fax: 420-241-090-946, E-mail: info@skrivanek.com,
Web: www.skrivanek.com See ad on page 17

Strasse 99, D-51105 Cologne, Germany, +49-(0)221-80-19-28-0,
Fax: +49-(0)221-80-19-28-50, E-mail: contact@rheinschrift.de,
Web: www.rheinschrift.de See ad on page 35

Rijnsburgerweg 10, 2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands,
+31-71-5680862, Fax: +31-71-5234660,
E-mail: simon.andriesen@medilingua.com,
Web: www.medilingua.com See ad on page 47

Omnia S.r.l.

Languages All, with a focus on Central and Eastern Europe
Description Skrivanek is a world leader in providing a
wide range of language services, specifically translations
spanning a multitude of languages and the effective localization of products on international markets. Established
in 1994, Skrivanek has managed to dominate the European
translation market, creating a network of 53 branches covering 14 countries. Its well-stocked staff of professional
translators, experienced project managers and dedicated software engineers and DTP specialists has enabled Skrivanek to
provide outstanding quality translation and localization services in any conceivable language and volume, creating an
enviable clientele representing major leading corporations in
various industries. Skrivanek’s quality of service is backed by
EN ISO 9001:2001 certification.
Skrivanek s.r.o. International Project Management Centre, Na

Language Polish Description Ryszard Jarża Translations is
an established provider of Polish translation, localization,
marketing copy adaptation and DTP services. We focus
primarily on life sciences, IT, automotive, refrigeration and
other technology sectors. Our in-house team is comprised
of experienced linguists with medical, engineering and
IT backgrounds. We guarantee a high standard of quality
while maintaining flexibility, unparalleled responsiveness
and reliability. Our services are certified to EN 15038:2006.
Ryszard Jarża Translations ul. Barlickiego 23/22, 50-324 Wrocław,
Poland, 48-601-228332, E-mail: info@jarza.com.pl,
Web: www.jarza.com.pl See ad on page 47

Languages Eastern European and CIS Description
Synergium provides TEP, website and software localization, terminology management and linguistic evaluation
services in the Eastern European and CIS languages. Due to
high-quality performance and thoughtful approach, Synergium has been recognized as the Baltic language expert
by world-renowned companies such as Google, Microsoft,
Philips Healthcare, GlaxoSmithKline and more. Our Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian in-house teams of expert project
managers, translators, editors and software engineers have
vast experience in handling translation projects under tight
deadlines from major technical industries, such as automotive, electronics, IT, life sciences, machinery, telecommunications and tourism.
Synergium Verkiu˛ Str. 25c, 7th Floor, LT 08223, Vilnius Lithuania ,
+370-5-275-29-57, E-mail: translation@synergium.eu,
Web: www.synergium.eu

Get the latest industry news at www.multilingual.com/news
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SDL Language Technologies

TripleInk Multilingual Communications
Languages All major commercial languages Description
As a multilingual communications agency, TripleInk has
provided industrial and consumer products companies with
precise translation and multilingual production services for
audio-visual, online and print media since 1991. Our experience in adapting technical documentation and marketing
communication materials covers a wide range of industries, including biomedical and health care; building and
construction; financial services; food and agriculture; hightech and manufacturing; and hospitality and leisure, as well
as government and nonprofit organizations. Using a total
quality management process and state-of-the-art software
and equipment, our team of foreign language professionals
delivers the highest quality translations in a cost-effective and
time-efficient manner.
TripleInk 60 South 6th Street, Suite 2800, Minneapolis, MN 55402,
612-342-9800, 800-632-1388, Fax: 612-342-9745,
E-mail: info@tripleink.com, Web: www.tripleink.com

Windows

Kilgray Translation Technologies
Windows

Languages All Description Kilgray Translation Technologies is the world’s fastest growing provider of
computer-assisted translation tools. In 2005 the company launched the first version of memoQ, an integrated
client-server translation environment designed to facilitate interoperability and teamwork. All of Kilgray’s products — memoQ, the memoQ server, qTerm and the TM
Repository — optimize productivity and control of the
entire translation process and environment. Rated #1
by Common Sense Advisory among translation-centric
TMS systems, and used by thousands of translators, language service providers and enterprises throughout the
world, memoQ and other Kilgray tools are accepted and
appreciated as premiere translation technologies.
Kilgray Translation Technologies P.O.B. 7, H-1255 Budapest, Hungary

Languages All Description SDL Language Technologies is
the leading provider of translation software to the translation industry and recognized globally as the preferred
computer-assisted translation tool of government, enterprise, language service providers and freelance translators. Its product portfolio includes the market-leading
translation tool, SDL Trados Studio 2011, which offers a
complete translation environment including translation
memory, terminology and powerful project management
tools. With support for the largest number of file formats,
an open API and growing app marketplace, Studio 2011 is
the right choice for professionals serious about the business of translation.
SDL Language Technologies Globe House, Clivemont Road,
Maidenhead SL6 7DY, United Kingdom, +44-1628-417227,
E-mail: info@sdllangtech.com, Web: www.translationzone.com

See ad on page 2

+36-30-383-9435, Fax: +36-1-312-6019
E-mail: sales@kilgray.com, Web: www.kilgray.com

See ad on page 31

TRSB Inc. Translation Solutions

SYSTRAN

Languages French Canadian Description For over 25 years,
TRSB’s mission has been to provide cost-efficient, reliable
language solutions addressing each client’s individual needs.
As Canada’s leading translation and localization firm, TRSB
offers a complete array of services, including marketing
adaptation targeted for Quebec, copywriting, interpretation,
voiceover/subtitling, linguistic consulting and auditing, terminology management and desktop publishing. No job is
too big or too complex. Our expert teams of native-speaking translators are skilled in a wide variety of industries and
subjects, most notably finance, banking, life sciences, human
resources, insurance and regulatory materials. Contact us
today to find out what we can do for you.
TRSB Inc. 276 Saint-Jacques, Montreal, H2Y 1N3 Canada
514-844-4682, Fax: 514-844-5983
E-mail: info@trsb.com, Web: www.trsb.com

Join language industry discussions
at www.multilingualblog.com

Multiple Platforms

MadCap Lingo
Windows

Languages Unicode support for all left-to-right languages
Description The leaders in technical communication bring
you MadCap Lingo, an XML-based translation memory
(TM) tool designed to improve translation efficiency, eliminate redundancies and reduce project costs. MadCap Lingo
offers an easy-to-use interface, Unicode support for all leftto-right languages, and a rich list of features for assisting
translators throughout the localization process, including
support for the major industry TM systems. MadCap Lingo
also includes tracking and organization capabilities to support large, single-source, multichannel publishing projects.
Through its strategic partner Microsoft Corporation, MadCap delivers solutions optimized for Microsoft Windows, Visual Studio and the .NET environment. Free trial downloads
are available at www.madcapsoftware.com.
MadCap Software, Inc. 7777 Fay Avenue, La Jolla, CA 92037,
858-320-0387, 888-623-2271, Fax: 858-320-0338, E-mail:
sales@madcapsoftware.com, Web: www.madcapsoftware.com

See ad on page 33

Languages 52 language combinations Description
SYSTRAN is the market leading provider of machine
translation solutions for the desktop, enterprise and internet. Our solutions facilitate multilingual communications in 52+ language pairs and in 20 domains. SYSTRAN
Enterprise Server 7, our latest achievement, is powered by
our new hybrid MT engine which combines the predictability and consistency of rule-based MT with the fluency of
the statistical approach. The self-learning techniques allow
users to train the software to any specific domain to achieve
cost-effective, publishable quality translations. SYSTRAN
solutions are used by Symantec, Cisco, Ford and other
enterprises to support international business operations.
For more information, visit www.systransoft.com.
SYSTRAN Software, Inc.
North America 4445 Eastgate Mall, Suite 310, San Diego, CA 92121,
858-457-1900, Fax: 858-457-0648

Europe 5 rue Feydeau, 75002 Paris, France,
+33 (0)1-44-82-49-00, Fax: +33 (0)1-44-82-49-01,
E-mail: info@systransoft.com, Web: www.systransoft.com

See ad on page 20
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Francesc Morelló Garcia

Takeaway

Minority language translation
in Spanish cultures

S

Spanish, the second most widely spoken native
language in the world, is the offcial language in
21 countries. It also holds a privileged position
among languages that share offcial status with a
large number of minority languages. So what happens to these minority languages when they have
to coexist with a giant such as Spanish?

In most cases, it is a constant struggle to keep from disappearing. It is basically thanks to the efforts of the citizens
whose mother tongue is a language other than Spanish, in
countries where Spanish has offcial status, that their small
language manages to achieve recognition. This is the case of
the Catalan, Galician and Basque languages in Spain, where
in addition to these three, a total of 15 minority languages
are known to exist; it is also the case of Quechua and Aymara
in Bolivia, a country with a total of 42 offcially recognized
languages; and of K’iche’ and Kakchikel in Guatemala, where
there are 27 registered languages, to offer a few examples.
What happens to technical translation in these languages?
The daring of companies like Microsoft, Google, IBM and
Nokia, to name a few of the businesses that have sought
to translate their products into some of these languages, is
helping these endangered minorities.
As a regional language vendor located in Catalonia, we
have been translating into Spain’s offcial minority languages for more than ten years. Experience shows that apart
from the possibility or ease of fnding translators into these
languages, there is something more important to take into
account: a sensitivity for undervalued languages. In this
case, being bilingual in Spanish and Catalan is a huge help.
It should be noted that there is a clear difference between
learning languages as a child, using them interchangeably
in day-to-day family life, and learning them in school as a
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foreign language. This is my personal case: I am bilingual in
Catalan and Spanish, and merely competent in English.
Catalan is a minority language, and like other offcial minority languages in Spain, it was prohibited for the 40 years
of General Franco’s dictatorship. Now, all of these languages
have become healthier thanks to the efforts of citizens. This
gives bilinguals in similar circumstances a special sensitivity
for these languages — they love them, they protect them, they
want them to last and, most importantly, they reach out to
support their speakers.
The challenges to overcome when translating into minority languages are basically divided into technical and cultural,
although another division could be added, associated with
geographical areas and social environments. In fact, these
languages cover quite a wide expanse of territory.
In the case of languages like those of the Iberian peninsula,
there are few cultural diffculties. While it is true that different
languages clearly mark different cultures and ways of doing
things, such differences are quite diluted in a country like
Spain. From a technical standpoint, the frst big challenge to
be faced is to change the mentality of translators so that they
can be turned from administrative, legal or literary translation
professionals into technical translators. Luckily, in a country
like Spain this was easy, as there was a good base of translators
due to the existence of excellent universities where translation
studies were offered. Over time, specializations in technical
translation, localization and other felds were added.

Francesc Morelló Garcia is operations manager and co-owner at iDisc
Information Technologies. He is an industry veteran of 25 years with
an extensive background in project management, production and
team building for minority languages.
To offer your own Takeaway on a language-industry issue, send a
contribution to editor@multilingual.com.
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Takeaway
For languages coexisting with Spanish in Central and South America, the
two types of challenges (technical and
cultural) are much bigger, and the geographical areas and social environments
prove much more signifcant. Technically,
the frst diffculty is to fnd universities that offer translation studies in the
native language. This is, in fact, not a
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diffculty but an impossibility, as for
the moment no such universities exist.
Another factor is the lack of knowledge
of English. In some cases it is necessary
to teach whole teams how to write in
their own language because they lack the
grammatical skills needed to write, or the
grammar changes so often that retraining is constant. Finally, what an aspiring

professional translator has spent four or
fve years studying in a university has to
be concentrated into weeks.
In terms of infrastructure, issues include obtaining an internet connection
in areas where there are no telephone
cables; fnding computers that can
support the software used for translating; or establishing a comfortable work
environment. Depending on the areas
where the language is spoken, the support that needs to be offered is huge,
completely different from translation
into one of the majority languages. The
development of their daily schedule
needs to be managed, even for tasks
that are weeks long. And above all, we
need to be constantly reviewing and
encouraging, even when the same basic
errors are repeated over and over again.
Really, the most complex challenge
is dealing with cultural differences. In
countries where the language is spoken
in small areas, and with limited interference from others, the culture is more
closed and it is necessary to be more
open when engaging in dialogue. Respect
for elders or for the main leaders of the
population is a basic element to keep in
mind, so much so that any mistake in
protocol could result in the suspension or
even cancellation of a whole project.
For those accustomed to the rate of
translation into Spanish, translating into
Quechua or K’iche’ requires an exercise
in deep refection, forgetting everything
you know and relearning everything
from the beginning again. This process
entails a mixture of desperation and
satisfaction when at last the hoped-for
results are achieved. The truth is that
the business vision needs to be relegated
to second or third place. In frst place
is the personal challenge, an eagerness
for adventure or a desire to reach out to
different cultures in situations in some
way similar to your own. We have the
support of a company, but ultimately it
comes down to a question of personal
pride and a touch of insanity, since in
business terms it is a high-risk investment. At any moment it could all collapse like a house of cards!
Logically, the fact that we all speak
Spanish greatly facilitates matters, as it
is a language that we share naturally.
And for those of us who translate into
Spanish, ultimately we fnd that what
was once an end has now turned into a
means. M
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full-service

Translation, Localization,
& Multilingual Testing
in more than 60 languages

Rated No. 1 in Translation Services by TopTenREVIEWS
for Three Years in a Row

For over 10 years, Net-Translators has helped technology
companies and medical-device manufacturers prepare their
products for global markets. Our comprehensive localization
services portfolio, experienced customer-focused project

• Turnkey localization solutions for software (user interface,
online help, documentation), websites, and marketing content
• More than 1000 professional translators, proofreaders,
editors, and software localization specialists

teams, and unique quality-centered approach help us consis-

• Cutting-edge language tools and technologies

tently exceed customer expectations for deadline, budget,

• One-of-a-kind Multilingual Testing Center

and accuracy. We have earned the trust of industry leaders

• ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2003 certified;

worldwide, so you know your products are in good hands.

EN 15038:2006 and CAN/CGSB-131.10-2008 compliant

www.net-translators.com • North America • United Kingdom • Israel • Argentina
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Every day
more than one billion
people worldwide use
products localized
by Moravia

Come join the Moravia
community today!
www.moravia.com/careers
www.moravia.com/freelancers
www.moravia.com/partners
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Flexible thinking. Reliable delivery.
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